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ISSUES/PROGRAMS

APRIL 1, 2014 – JUNE 30, 2014

This report of programs and program segments addressing issues of importance and concern in the
NewsChannel 5 viewing area includes the following:

 NEWSCHANNEL 5 NEWS – WTVF produces daily newscasts providing local information of
interest to viewers in the Nashville designated market area.  The station produces 36 hours of
local news each week, not including breaking news, special reports, and severe weather
coverage. In-depth reports on subjects such as Crime, Health, Government and Politics,
Education and Consumer News are routinely included in the news.  WTVF also presents
newscast features that heighten viewer awareness of problems and concerns including segments
such on crime, education and health. Regularly scheduled newscasts air Monday through Friday,
4:00 to 7:00 AM, 4:00 PM, 5:00 PM, 6:00 to 7:00 PM, and 10:00 PM; and on weekends starting at
5:00 AM, in the early evening, and at 10:00 PM. Also, on a continuing but irregular basis, WTVF
may telecast local specials, either produced by WTVF or syndicated, in all dayparts, addressing
subjects of special importance.

 NEWSCHANNEL 5 REPORTS - WTVF regularly produces major series of one or more parts
scheduled in the 6 PM REPORT and 10 PM REPORT.  These special features provide in-depth
reporting on subjects of importance to the WTVF viewing audience and may focus on such topics
as government and politics, crime, consumer news, public health, and other issues of local
interest.  (See Attachment A.)

 CBS PROGRAMS - WTVF regularly telecasts 60 MINUTES, 48 HOURS, and FACE THE
NATION, and from time to time, CBS specials.  These specials take the form of Public Affairs
programs or news specials. (See Attachment B.)

 TALK OF THE TOWN - A 30-minute Monday through Friday program telecast 11:00-11:30 AM.
On a regular basis, the program addresses issues of importance and concern in the WTVF
viewing area. The co-hosts are Meryll Rose and Lelan Statom. (See Attachment C.)

 PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS - WTVF schedules public service announcements for a
myriad of community agencies and organizations.  Attached is a list of PSA's that aired April 1,
2014, through June 30, 2014. (See Attachment D.)

 NEWSCHANNEL 5+ PROGRAMMING – WTVF produces and programs a second channel,
NewsChannel 5+ which is distributed via cable and over the air on 5.2 to approximately 650,000
households. NewsChannel 5+ provides 24 hours of news and information programming with
primarily a local focus.  Programming includes shows for niche audiences, including African
Americans, Hispanics, Gays and Lesbians, business, politics, schools, local politics/government,
call-in programs to discuss significant local issues in-depth, and rebroadcasts of WTVF
programming.  NewsChannel 5+ also carries local specials, including government prayer
breakfasts, local court proceedings, election coverage, and other events of local interest.  Local
government officials , law enforcement leaders, and the director of schools are regular guests.
This regular interaction with community leaders helps WTVF stay abreast and ascertain those
issues of concern to viewers in the Nashville area. (See Attachment E).
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NEWSCHANNEL 5 REPORTS
ATTACHMENT A

GOVERNMENT/POLITICS
DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
4/24/14 10 PM News (3:41) VW EMAILS: NewsChannel 5 investigative reporter Phil Williams discovered new leaked
documents that raise more questions about Tennessee Governor Bill Haslam's secret $300 million offer to Volkswagen. They show VW lawyers had
actually drawn up papers for a potential deal to bring more than a thousand new jobs to Tennessee. We interviewed State Representative Mike Stewart.

4/25/14 6 PM News (2:27) GOVERNOR DISCUSSES EMAILS: Governor Bill Haslam appeared to offer a new
explanation for the sudden withdrawal of a $300 million offer to Volkswagen. Now, the state's top Democrat is calling for a legislative investigation.
Investigative reporter Phil Williams interviewed the governor and Tennessee Democratic Party chairman Roy Herron.

4/28/14 10 PM News (3:25) ECONOMIC INCENTIVES: How much should taxpayers pay a big corporation to create a
single job? This exclusive NewsChannel 5 investigation by Phil Williams discovered that secret deals cut by politicians could cost more than you ever
imagined. We Interviewed Governor Bill Haslam and tax activist Ben Cunningham.

5/5/14 6 PM News (4:23) RAMSEY COURT PLAN:  A confidential Republican plan, obtained by investigative reporter
Phil Williams outlined potential lines of attack for a campaign to oust three members of the Tennessee Supreme Court.

5/6/14 Election Coverage (1 hour)        PRIMARY ELECTION COVERAGE: Davidson County and many of the surrounding counties
held primary elections on this date. NewsChannel 5 was the only station to provide over-the-air coverage with a full hour devoted to the most up-to-the-
minute results on NewsChannel 5 Plus. Our coverage was anchored by Rhori Johnston and long-term political analyst Pat Nolan. We had reporters live
at some of the polling places as well. Key races included Davidson County Sheriff, Davidson County District Attorney, Rutherford County Mayor and
several judicial races. At the same time and throughout the remainder of the evening, we ran election return graphics on WTVF as well over CBS prime
programs. Then, during the 10 PM newscast, we wrapped it all up with the final vote totals.

5/7/14 6 PM News (0:55) GOVERNOR RESPONDS TO COURT PLAN: Governor Bill Haslam said that he sees
"danger" in an anticipated Republican attack on three state Supreme Court justices. Still, the governor said he will not ask the man behind that effort to
stop. We interviewed Governor Bill Haslam.

5/7/14 6 PM News (2:24) ELECTION LAWSUIT: Reporter Nick Beres had an exclusive interview with plaintiff who filed
a lawsuit against the Davidson County Election Commission the day after the primary election. He cited a variety of behind the scenes problems.
Because of our report, two days later an election worker was fired.



GOVERNMENT/POLITICS (continued)
5/15/14 6 PM News (4:03) AZERBAIJAN MONEY: Phil Williams investigated a lawmaker's $10,000 campaign
contribution and a resolution he introduced in the legislature which are now reviving questions about foreign influences on Tennessee's Capitol Hill. We
interviewed Representative Joe Towns and Armenian activist Barry Barsoumian.

5/16/14 6 PM News (1:35)                        GOVERNMENT/LOBBYIST RAID - The FBI raided a company at the center of a controversy
involving the Governor and a high powered lobbyist. Agents seized boxes from offices of the Knoxville based -- HR Comp Employee Leasing firm on this
morning. Investigative reporter Ben Hall first revealed e-mails showing Lobbyist Tom Ingram complaining about a previous state investigation. We
featured FBI agents involved in the raid as well as Governor Bill Haslam.

5/16/14 6 PM News (3:32) RAMSEY SUPREME COURT PLAN, PT 2 A GOP plan, first obtained by NewsChannel 5,
suggests that three Tennessee Supreme Court justices could be targeted in an upcoming campaign with allegations that they let convicted killers go free.
We interviewed Lt. Governor Ron Ramsey and Republican attorney Lew Conner.

5/16/14 6 PM News (3:09) COMMISSIONER LETTER: “Congratulations on your rigged election!” That is the message
that critics say a member of Tennessee Governor Bill Haslam's cabinet sent with his letter to a foreign president. We interviewed Safety Commissioner
Bill Gibbons and Armenian activist Barry Barsoumian.

CRIME/LAW ENFORCEMENT/PRISONS
DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
4/4/14- 6/27/14 6:30 PM News (Various) Every Friday night we have a crime story from NewsChannel 5 Reporter Mark

Bellinger.  These segments address current issues or trends regarding crime in our
area. These segments educate the public on how to avoid becoming a victim and
make viewers aware of how to fight crime. These segments often feature current unsolved
crimes and solicit help from viewers in solving them.

4/24/2014 10 PM News (3:05) HOLLY BOBO: This exclusive report on the Holly Bobo featured a witness that saw her
alive at a home with Zach Adams after she disappeared. Reporter Nick Beres had an off-camera interview with Adams grandfather.

4/29/2014 6 PM News (2:20) FIRE RESCUE: We had exclusive video of Murfreesboro police rescuing a man from a
burning car. They were awarded Medals of Valor. This was the first time the video had been released.

5/1/2014 6 PM News (4:50) $48,000 CHILD SUPPORT: Bobby Mayes owes $48,000 in child support. Reporter Jennifer
Kraus investigates and reveals the back and forth confusion between Mayes and the state over whether this money was really owed.

5/1/2014 6 PM News (1:57) BOBO SUSPECT VIDEO: Reporter Nick Beres had exclusive video of Holly Bobo person of
interest Shayne Austin. We obtained video of him during a DUI traffic stop in Murfreesboro and provided details on his criminal background.



CRIME/LAW ENFORCEMENT/PRISONS (continued)
5/8/2014 6 PM News (4:16) METH REGISTRY PROBLEMS: The Tennessee Bureau of Investigation is aggressively
working to fix a problem discovered as a result of a NewsChannel 5 Investigation. We found hundreds of convicted meth offenders have been able to
buy the main ingredient (pseudoephedrine) for the drug -- despite a national tracking system designed to block them. Investigative reporter Ben Hall
asked how this could happen. We interviewed Michael Pate (Drug Task Force Agent, Dickson), Stacey Buchli (Pharmacy Technician), Tommy Farmer
(TBI Special Agent) and Jim Acquisto (Vice President, Appriss).

5/9/2014 6 PM NEWS (3:16) METH REGISTRY PROBLEMS, PART 2: This exclusive NewsChannel 5 Investigation is
finding more problems with Tennessee's war on Meth. Last night we revealed that the law requiring people to show our driver’s license when we buy
cold medicine has not been working. Tonight, investigative reporter Ben Hall found more reasons why we are second in the nation for meth labs. Despite
new laws, convicted meth offenders are not being blocked from buying pseudoephedrine. We found many offenders are never put on the state's block list
in the first place. We interviewed Anthony Young (Cannon County Sheriff Deputy), Lynne Foster (Cannon County Court Clerk) and Tommy Farmer (TBI
Special Agent).

5/19/2014 5 PM NEWS (1:47) BONNAROO TERRORIST TARGET: Nick Beres had an exclusive confirming that Homeland
Security ranks the Bonnaroo Concert as one of the top soft targets for terrorists in the entire country. Bonnaroo is held every year in June.

5/19/2014 6PM NEWS (3:20) JASON AUTRY TALKS, PART 1: Part one of an exclusive jailhouse interview with Holly
Bobo murder suspect Jason Autry.

5/19/2014 6 PM NEWS (3:14) SEX ABUSE IN ROBERTSON COUNTY SCHOOL: NewsChannel 5 investigated disturbing
new allegations of sexual assaults inside a middle Tennessee Elementary School. The mother of a five year old boy says her son was assaulted by other
children and school officials failed to prevent it. Interviews were with “Jane Doe” (Mother of 5 year old - interviewed with face hidden) and Melissa
Blackburn (Attorney).

5/20/2014 6PM NEWS (3:25) JASON AUTRY TALKS, Part 2: Part two of Nick Beres exclusive interview with Holly Bobo
murder suspect Jason Autry.

5/21/2014 6 PM NEWS (2:14) METH REGISTRY PROBLEMS REACTION: We received strong reaction from Tennessee
lawmakers regarding our NewsChannel 5 Investigation into the state's war on meth. We showed how the law requiring people to show their driver’s
license when buying cold medicine, is not working properly. Investigative reporter Ben Hall found hundreds of convicted meth offenders are not blocked
when they buy the main ingredient for the drug. A powerful lawmaker is sending a letter to the TBI and all 95 county court clerks. It cites our report and
demands they follow the law. We interviewed State Representative Tony Shipley - (R) Kingston, Lynne Foster (Cannon County Court Clerk), Tommy
Farmer (TBI Special Agent) and Jim Acquisto (Vice President Appriss).



HEALTH
DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
4/1/14- 6/30/14 4 PM & 6:30 PM News (2:00) MEDICAL NEWS - Each weekday a segment on the latest medical News airs in the 4 PM

and 6:30 PM Newscasts. These segments address current issues, including the latest
medical technology and breakthroughs.  These segments feature anchor Jessica Ralston
and various national health experts.

5/14/14 6 PM News (3:45) BRYCE’S BATTLE: Researchers at Vanderbilt’s Children's hospital in Nashville are trying
to find qualitative data that helps support their theory. They believe that Therapy Dogs help young cancer patient better manage the stress of having to
undergo chemotherapy treatment on a weekly basis. We interviewed Bryce Greenwell (6-year-old with cancer), Jenny Greenwell (Bryce's Mom) and
Mary Jo Gilmer (Professor at Vanderbilt University Medical Center.)

6/1/14 (10AM-5 PM) CMN Telethon (7 hours) CHILDREN’S MIRACLE NETWORK TELETHON: NewsChannel 5 devoted seven hours of
programming time to Children’s Miracle Network Telethon.  Hosted by NewsChannel 5 personalities and co-sponsored with Vanderbilt Children’s
Hospital, the program provided information on the hospitals programs and services and raised $2,096,687 for the Monroe Carell, Jr. Hospital at
Vanderbilt.

6/21/14 (1-1:30 PM) Alex Scott Special (30 minutes) ALEX SCOTT: A STAND FOR HOPE 2014: In 2000, four-year old Alexandra “Alex” Scott
bravely battling neuroblastoma, came up with the idea to host a lemonade stand in order to help kids with cancer. In the 14 years since then her simple
idea has had tremendous impact. The charity that carries her name and is her legacy -- the Alex's Lemonade Stand Foundation (ALSF) -- funds pediatric
cancer research across the country, helps families who need assistance getting treatment for their children stricken with cancer, and has inspired
thousands of volunteers to follow Alex’s example and host their own lemonade stands. ALEX SCOTT: A STAND FOR HOPE 2014 celebrates this young
girl’s remarkable life and lasting achievements.

CONSUMER
DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
4/1/14 – 6/30/14 5 PM News (2:30) CONSUMER NEWS – During the 5 PM Newscast, we air a Consumer Reports story alerting

viewers to the latest local and national consumer information on scams, recalls and other
consumer information.

5/12/2014 6 PM News (4:30) HOUSE FLIPPERS DREAM HOMES TURN INTO NIGHTMARES: Buyer beware of house
flippers. Our reporter Jennifer Kraus found several homes that were recently flipped that were literally falling apart.  We interviewed Maria Stapleton
(Homeowner), Jean Harrison (Real Estate Attorney) and Natasha & Nathan Buttrey (Homeowners).

5/21/2014 6 PM News (4:54) TENNESSEE DOCTOR’S PROFILES MISSING CRUCIAL INFORMATION: Investigative
reporter Jennifer Kraus showed viewers how many Tennessee doctor’s profiles are not updated. Many of their disciplinary records have not been added
to their public files. We interviewed Bill Mason (Tennessee Citizen Action) and Michelle Long (Assistant Health Commissioner, TN Department of Health).



EDUCATION
DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS
4/2/14 - 6/25/14 6:30 PM News (2:30) SCHOOL PATROL - “School Patrol” story airs every Wednesday during the 6:30 PM

News. The stories look at everything from education issues to student activities and awards
for special teachers.  Anchor Vicki Yates does the “School Patrol” stories.

DIVERSITY
DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS

4/20/14 (1-2 PM) Andrew Young Presents ANDREW YOUNG PRESENTS: SAVING MANDELA: Host and narrator Andrew Young was
a key Civil Rights leader whose journey led to a struggle for freedom in Africa as well as America. Elected to Congress in 1974, just a few years after the
assassination of Martin Luther King Jr., Young traveled to South Africa with international tennis sensation Arthur Ashe, where they experienced Apartheid
first hand, became close friends and fell in love with the country and its people. Later, as U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations under President Jimmy
Carter, Young played a key role in fighting for human rights around the world, but especially in Africa. The fate of the continent hung on the fight against
Apartheid, and the man who could change everything was the political prisoner Nelson Mandela, serving a life sentence on barren Robben Island. To
win his freedom, Young and other surviving leaders of the Civil Rights movement joined forces with people of good-will around the world -- but especially
leaders of other African countries -- to bring international pressure to bear on South Africa's brutal white regime. The story is known everywhere...but not
the whole story. With the recent death of 95-year-old Nelson Mandela on December 5, Andrew Young immediately began work on a documentary
revealing his insider's first-person account of this remarkable man... the remarkable struggle to free him... and the transformation of a nation and a
continent. Included is a behind-the-scenes look at the critically acclaimed motion picture "Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom," now in theaters.

5/11/14 (12-2 PM) 22ND Annual Trumpet Awards        THE 22nd ANNUAL TRUMPET AWARDS: The Trumpet Awards was created to celebrate
and honor African American achievers and those who support the African American experience. The awards honor accomplishments in diverse fields
including law, medicine, business, politics, the Arts, sports, entrepreneurship, entertainment and other careers. Among this year’s honorees are
DeVon Franklin (Senior VP, Columbia-Tristar Pictures), Kamala Harris (Attorney General of California), Charles Ogletree Jr. (Professor, Harvard Law
School), Steve Pemberton (VP and Chief Diversity Officer, Walgreens) and actress Alfre Woodard.

PUBLIC INTEREST/SAFETY
DATE/TIME PROGRAM/DURATION SUMMARY/PARTICIPANTS

4/26/14 (5-9:39 AM)      Music City Marathon MUSIC CITY MARATHON COVERAGE: NewsChannel 5 provided live coverage of the Music
City Marathon until both a male and female winner were declared. Our coverage included reporters live along the course and at the finish line.  We also
had Sky5, our helicopter up for live aerial video.  Our coverage ran until 9 AM on WTVF and we carried the conclusion of the race on NewsChannel 5
Plus from 9-9:39 AM.

4/28/14 (Various)        Severe Weather Coverage SEVERE WEATHER COVERAGE: A serious outbreak of severe weather including tornadoes
impacted much of the South over a 3-day period from April 27-29. In Nashville, April 28th was the most serious day with tornadoes striking the
southeastern part of our DMA destroying an elementary school and claiming two lives. WTVF was on the air with team weather coverage most of the day
with extended coverage from 12:30-1 PM and again from 5:54 thru 7 PM. Additionally, WTVF also provided extensive coverage during prime time
between 8:24 to 9 PM when the storm was at its worst.
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FACE THE NATION

04/06/14 Guests: Seth Doane, CBS News Correspondent (1); Mark Rosenker, former Chair, The National Transportation
Safety Board (NTSB), CBS News Aviation and Safety Analyst (2); Representative Michael McCaul (R-TX),
Chairman, House Homeland Security Committee (3); Dan Pfeiffer, Senior Adviser, the White House (4); Thomas
Friedman, The New York Times, Correspondent, “Years of Living Dangerously” (5) (7) (8); Dr. Heidi Cullen, Chief
Climatologist, Climate Central, Chief Science Advisor, “Years of Living Dangerously” (5) (7); Todd Purdum,
Politico, Vanity Fair, author, “An Idea Whose Time Has Come: Two Presidents, Two Parties, and the Battle for the
Civil Rights Act of 1964” (8); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (8); Amy Walter, The Cook Political
Report (8)
1) A report on the latest developments in the search for missing Malaysian Airlines flight #370 -- search personnel
have reported hearing signals emanating from within the search zone in the southern Indian Ocean
2) A report on the latest developments in the search for missing Malaysian Airlines flight #370
3) The latest on the investigation into the April 2nd shooting rampage at Fort Hood (Fort Hood, TX) by Army
Specialist Ivan Lopez, who killed three people and wounded several others before taking his own life
4) Topics include: the April 2nd shooting rampage at Fort Hood; news that the number of people signing up for the
Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”) is over seven million and counting / lessons learned from the troubled rollout of
the Affordable Care Act; recent decision from the Supreme Court on the McCutcheon case and its impact on
campaign finance regulations; potential legal problems concerning the “selfie” taken by Boston Red Sox player
David Ortiz with President Obama
5) Topics include: Showtime’s new documentary on climate change -- “Years of Living Dangerously” / Dr. Cullen’s
opinion that “Hurricane Sandy was made worse as a result of global warming” / support from ninety-seven percent of
scientists on the existence of climate change
6) FACE THE NATION Flashback topic: as America approaches the fiftieth anniversary of “the most important
piece of civil rights legislation since Reconstruction”, a look back at the odd political alliances that helped pass the
Civil Rights Act in 1964
7) Topics include: last month’s report from the World Health Organization stating that “seven million people
worldwide were killed by air pollution” / need for “strong sustained leadership” from world leaders in order to
improve air quality / the role climate change played as a stressor to the current problems in Syria
8) Topics include: Civil Rights Act of 1964 / lessons both Republican and Democrats could learn from the passing of
the Civil Rights Act; recent decision from the Supreme Court on the McCutcheon case and its impact on campaign
finance regulations / seemingly constant state of political fundraising done by both Republicans and Democrats;
possible contenders for the upcoming Republican nomination for president / impact of the Affordable Care Act
(“Obamacare”) on the upcoming midterm elections / speculation regarding the upcoming midterm elections / current
political climate in Washington D.C.
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

04/13/14 Guests: Senator John McCain (R-AZ), Senate Foreign Relations Committee (1); Representative Marsha Blackburn
(R-TN) (2);  Representative Elijah Cummings (D-MD) (3); Nikole Hannah-Jones, ProPublica, The Atlantic
magazine (4); Dr. Michael Eric Dyson, Georgetown University (4); Tavis Smiley, Host, Tavis Smiley, PBS (4);
Evan Wolfson, Founder and President, Freedom to Marry (4); Pater Baker, The New York Times (5); Frank Rich,
New York Magazine (5); Michael Gerson, The Washington Post (5); Leigh Gallagher, Fortune magazine (5)
1) A conversation with Senator McCain on the latest developments in Ukraine -- includes a portion of a filed (by
telephone) report by Katie Stallard for Sky News
2) Topics include: potential impact of the resignation of Health and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius on
the Affordable Care Act (‘Obamacare’); reasoning behind Senate Republicans’ decision to block the Paycheck
Fairness Act -- legislation meant to close the pay gap between men and women
3) Topics include: reaction to Representative Blackburn’s justification of Senate Republicans’ decision to block the
Paycheck Fairness Act; potential impact of the resignation of Health and Human Services Secretary Sebelius on the
Affordable Care Act (‘Obamacare’) and the upcoming midterm elections
4) Topics include: recent study conducted by Ms. Hannah-Jones focusing on re-segregation and the impact of
integration / summit at the LBJ Library in Austin, TX to mark the fiftieth anniversary of the passage of the Civil
Rights Act / thoughts on the current state of racial equality / economic disparity between black and white Americans
/ Mr. Wolfson’s opinion that LGBT rights are not the next chapter in the Civil Rights struggle, but “part of the same
struggle” / inequality in the American education system / criticism from Mr. Smiley against President Obama
because his “racial agenda has been almost nonexistent” / impact of former President Bush’s “No Child Left Behind”
Act / increase in the support for the Freedom to Marry coalition / resistance President Obama faces as America’s first
black president
5) Topics include: Civil Rights Summit at the LBJ Library; resignation of Health and Human Services Secretary
Sebelius and the potential impact on the Affordable Care Act (‘Obamacare’) / qualifications of Sylvia Mathews
Burwell -- President Obama’s nominee for the Secretary of Health and Human Services; reaction to Representative
Blackburn’s justification of Senate Republicans’ decision to block the Paycheck Fairness Act / the pay gap between
men and women; former Florida Governor Jeb Bush as a potential Republican presidential candidate

04/20/14 Guests: Seth Doane, CBS News Correspondent (1); Allen Pizzey, CBS News Correspondent (2); Cardinal Timothy
Dolan, Archbishop of New York (3); Governor Deval Patrick (D-MA) (4); Holly Williams, CBS News Foreign
Correspondent (5); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (5); Michael Duffy, TIME magazine, author, “The
Presidents Club: Inside the World’s Most Exclusive Fraternity” (5); Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal, author,
“John Paul the Great: Remembering a Spiritual Father” (5); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (5)
Guest Moderator: Norah O’Donnell, co-host, CBS THIS MORNING
1) A report on the latest developments after a ferry capsized off the coast of South Korea on April 16th, leaving more
than 270 people missing
2) A report from St. Peter’s Square on Pope Francis’ Easter Sunday message “Urbi et Orbi”
3) Topics include: Pope Francis / reaction to polling which indicates that more people feel connected to the Catholic
Church / possible reforms in the Vatican / thoughts on contraception, civil unions, and gay marriage; support for
former Florida Governor Jeb Bush as a possible Republican presidential candidate; the Hobby Lobby contraception
case before the Supreme Court; Monday’s Boston Marathon
4) A discussion of the extensive precautions and preparations for Monday’s Boston Marathon, due to the last year’s
attack, when two bombs exploded near the finish line
5) Topics include: filed report from Sloviansk, Ukraine by Holly Williams on the worsening situation in Ukraine, as
pro-Russian factions continue to control many government buildings in the eastern part of the country / the Obama
administration’s handling of the crisis in Ukraine / lack of relationship between President Obama and Russian
President Vladimir Putin; Pope Francis / reaction to Cardinal Dolan’s appearance and his thoughts on contraception,
civil unions, and gay marriage; former Florida Governor Jeb Bush as a possible Republican presidential candidate;
Hillary Clinton as a possible Democratic presidential candidate / Ms. Clinton’s upcoming book, “Hard Choices”; the
upcoming midterm elections: possible impact of the Affordable Care Act (‘Obamacare’) and President Obama’s
choice to delay a decision on the Keystone Pipeline
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

04/27/14 Guests: Benjamin Netanyahu, Prime Minister, Israel (1); Tony Blinken, U.S. Deputy National Security Adviser,
Obama administration (2); Senator Bob Corker (R-TN), Senate Foreign Relations Committee (3); Senator Claire
McCaskill (D-MO), Senate Armed Services Committee (4); Holly Williams, CBS News Foreign Correspondent (5);
Rick Santorum, former Republican Presidential Candidate, author, “Blue Collar Conservatives” (6); Peter Baker,
The New York Times (7); Bobby Ghosh, TIME magazine (7); Nia-Malika Henderson, The Washington Post (7);
Allen Pizzey, CBS News Correspondent (8)
1) Topics include: last week’s suspension by Israel of peace talks between Israel and Palestine when Palestinian
President Mahmoud Abbas announced reconciliation deal with Hamas / reaction to today’s statement from President
Abbas, recognizing the Holocaust and decrying the killing of six million Jews / Prime Minister Netanyahu’s refusal
to negotiate with a government backed by Hamas
2) Topics include: suspended peace talks between Israel and Palestine; decision by President Obama and America’s
European allies to move forward this week with additional pressure and sanctions in order to punish Russia for its
actions concerning Ukraine
3) Topics include: President Obama’s reaction to the racist comments from Los Angeles Clippers owner Donald
Sterling; criticism of the current sanctions against Russia / criticism of the Obama administration for being too
cautious / call for the United States to implement sanctions that would target Russian companies and further
undermine the Russian economy
4) Topics include: the racist comments from Los Angeles Clippers owner Donald Sterling; Senator McCaskill’s
efforts to combat rape and sexual assault on college campuses
5) A report from Sloviansk, Ukraine on the latest in the standoff between Russia and Ukraine
6) Topics include: Georgia’s new gun law, which allows licensed gun owners to carry firearms in churches, schools,
bars, airports, and some government buildings; the main point of Mr. Santorum’s book -- “Blue Collar
Conservatives” -- that Republicans focus too much on job creators and not enough on working Americans; plans to
stay engaged in the political process, so that a decision will be made next year as to a possible run for the Republican
presidential nomination
7) Topics include: decision by President Obama and America’s European allies to move forward this week with
additional pressure and sanctions against Russia; criticism from the Republican Speaker of the House John Boehner
against his own political party for their refusal to tackle immigration reform / upcoming midterm elections; the racist
comments from Los Angeles Clippers owner Donald Sterling; the possibility of former Florida Governor Jeb Bush
and former presidential candidate Mitt Romney running for the Republican nomination for president; President
Obama’s trip to Asia
8) A report from the Vatican on today’s “historic and unprecedented” canonization of two former popes -- John
XXIII and John Paul II
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60 MINUTES

04/06/14 “3 Years Later” – a report on the aftermath of the March 11, 2011 earthquake and tsunami in Fukushima, Japan
which caused a nuclear accident at the Fukushima-Daiichi nuclear power plant, generating a radiation crisis in the
surrounding areas, now uninhabitable. The report focuses on the town of Okuma, where Norio Kimura is still
searching for the remains of his seven-year-old daughter, Yuna Kimura. Cleanup is estimated to take thirty to forty
years. Includes interviews with Norio Kimura and his mother, Tomeo Kimura (through translator), former Okuma
residents; Yoichi Funabashi, chairman of the Rebuild Japan Initiative Foundation and Lake Barrett, nuclear engineer.
Also includes comments by various unidentified children who used to live in Okuma.  (C: Bob Simon – P: David
Schneider) (See also: “Catastrophe”, OAD: 03/20/11)
“The Health Wagon” – a report on nurse practitioners who are providing healthcare to the uninsured working poor
in Appalachia, specifically six counties in southwestern Virginia. These patients are unable to pay for the Affordable
Care Act (Obamacare), but are overqualified for Medicaid. The Health Wagon, which runs mostly on federal grants
and corporate and private donations, is their only viable option. Includes interviews with nurse practitioners aboard
the Health Wagon: Teresa Gardner and Paula Meade; Dr. Joe Smiddy, a lung specialist and the Health Wagon’s
volunteer medical director; and patients Glenda Moore (who died 3 months after the interview), Sissy Cantrell,
Brittany Phipps and Walter Laney. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Henry Schuster, Rachael Kun Morehouse)
“Discovered” – a report on the billion-dollar missing art trove German authorities discovered in the apartment of
Cornelius Gurlitt, the son of Hildebrant Gurlitt, one of Adolf Hitler’s leading art dealers. Most of the collection was
stolen from museums and Jewish collectors during World War II, leading to a legal battle over who has the rights to
the art now.  Includes interviews with Ekkeheart Gurlitt, Cornelius Gurlitt’s cousin; Willi Korte, a lawyer who
specializes in tracking down stolen art; Vanessa Voight, art historian; Martha Hinrichsen and David Toren, each of
whom had family members whose paintings were confiscated by the Nazis; Hannes Hartung and Tido Park, lawyers
who have represented Cornelius Gurlitt; Ingrid Berggreen-Merkel, leader of a task force examining art works
potentially looted from Jews and Uwe Hartman, chief researcher of the task force.  (C: Morley Safer – P: Katy
Textor)
The Mail – selected viewer comments about the segment “Rigged” (OAD: 03/30/14)

04/13/14 “Pope Francis” – a report on the 266th Pope of the Catholic Church, Cardinal Jorge Mario Bergoglio of  Buenos
Aires, Argentina, and how his actions are restoring faith for Roman Catholics in his first year in the Vatican. The
Pope’s closest friends describe a pontiff who is surprising the world by spurning tradition. Includes interviews with:
Robert Mickens, journalist for The Tablet; Elisabetta Pique, friend and Argentinean journalist; Abraham Skorka,
friend and Argentinian Rabbi; Cardinal Gerald Lacroix, newly appointed Cardinal by Pope Francis; and President
Barack Obama.  (C: Scott Pelley – P: Nicole Young) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT
“Hometown Favorite” – a report on Boston area-native Shalane Flanagan, a top-flight, Nike sponsored, long
distance runner with boosted motivation to win the Boston Marathon this year after the bombings at last year’s race.
Flanagan lives in Portland, Oregon but travels to Boston to train along the route of the race and has a real chance of
winning the twenty-six-mile competition after placing fourth last year. Includes interviews with Shalane Flanagan,
runner; William Evans, Boston  police commissioner; Tom Grilik, executive director of the Boston Athletic
Association and Jerry Schumacher, Flanagan’s running coach.  (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Coleman Cowan)
Update: “Discovered” (OAD: 04/06/14)
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60 MINUTES (continued)

04/20/14 “Robin Hood” - an interview / profile of Wall Street hedge fund manager Paul Tudor Jones, founder of The Robin
Hood Foundation, a charity that has given over $1.25 billion to New York City’s neediest, becoming the city’s
largest private backer of charter schools, job training and food programs. Tudor Jones was inspired to start a charity
after seeing philanthropist Gene Lang on 60 MINUTES. Also includes interviews with Sister Mary Alice Hannan,
director of Part of the Solution (POTS); Jabali Sawicki, principal of the Excellence Boys Charter School. The
08/18/13 rebroadcast includes a brief update at the conclusion of the segment stating how much The Robin Hood
Foundation raised at this year’s gala. (C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster, Rachael Kun Morehouse) (See also:
“Lang’s Gang” (OAD: 02/23/86); and “I Have a Dream” (OAD: 05/23/04), a followup to “Lang’s Gang”) (OAD:
05/05/13)
“Memory Wizards” – a follow-up report on people who have “superior autobiographical memory” – which entails
the ability to recall details from almost every day of one’s life. Since the initial report in 2010, the number of persons
known to science who have this rare capability has grown from six to more than fifty, including the first child whom
scientists have seen with this astonishing ability. Includes interviews with Dr. James McGaugh, professor of
neurobiology at University of California Irvine (UCI); and Aurora LePort, UCI researcher. Also includes new
interviews with the previous interviewed memory wizards: Bob Petrella, Marilu Henner, Louise Owen -- and the new
subjects: Joey DeGrandis, Tracy Fersan, Jerrard Heard, and Jake Hausler, a 10-year-old accompanied by his parents,
Sari and Eric Hauser. Also includes comments by Tyler Hickenbottom, an 11-year-old with superior memory and his
twin brother Chad, who does not have this ability. (See also: “Endless Memory”, OAD: 12/19/10) (C: Lesley Stahl –
P: Shari Finkelstein) (OAD: 01/12/14)
“Joy in the Congo” - a report on the Congo’s Kimbanguist Symphony Orchestra.  Based in the Congo’s capital city
of Kinshasa, it is the only symphony orchestra in Central Africa and the only all-black orchestra in the world.
Includes an interview with Armand Diangienda, a former commercial pilot and founder of the orchestra; and
comments by Sabine Kallhammer, a German opera singer who, along with fellow German singer Rolf Schmitz-
Malburg, teaches the orchestra’s chorus and soloists;  Sylvie Mbela, a violinist with the orchestra; and Carrime
Bilolo, who, with his brother Valvi, sings with the orchestra.  (C: Bob Simon - P: Magalie Laguerre Wilkinson, Clem
Taylor) (OAD: 04/08/12)
The Mail – selected viewer comments about the segment “Pope Francis” (OAD: 04/13/14)

04/27/14 “America’s Missile Fields” – a report on U.S. nuclear missile control centers with a focus on Wyoming’s F.E.
Warren Air Force Base “missileers”, officers who work in the control centers that would launch Minuteman III
missiles. The report also draws attention to past mishaps that nearly lead to accidental nuclear detonations on U.S.
soil during the Cold War, as investigated by author Eric Schlosser for his book, “Command and Control”.  The Air
Force is making improvements after recent scandals involving test-cheating and drug possession implication in
addition to improving aging launch control centers and missile silos. Includes interviews with: Air Force Colonel
Carl Jones; Air Force Major General Jack Weinstein; Eric Schlosser, author; and F.E. Warren Air Force Base
missileers: Chaz Demerath, Dana Meyers, Daniel Sharp, Claire Reynolds, Melissa Matuu, Brandon Castillo and
Jennifer Leute. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Andy Court) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT
“Saving the Children” – a report on now 104-year-old Nicholas Winton, a British humanitarian who helped save
the lives of 669 mostly Jewish children from Nazi-occupied Czechoslovakia on the eve of WWII. Winton’s story
was shared with the public fifty years after his good deed, when it was revealed that Winton set up an operation to
get as many children out of Prague, away from Adolf Hitler’s concentration camps, and into London.  This report
contains video from the BBC. Includes interviews with Nicholas Winton; Dr. David Silberklang, senior historian at
the International Institute for Holocaust Research at Yad Vashem; and Hugo Meisl and Lady Milena Grenfell-
Baines, children Winton saved. (C: Bob Simon – P: Harry A. Radliffe II, Vanessa Fica)
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48 HOURS

04/05/14 48 HOURS: “Wounded by Love” - an investigation into the death of Phillip Peatross, who was shot in the bedroom
of his girlfriend, Caryn Kelley. Kelley claimed Peatross shot himself, but the police suspected foul play. After a night
of drinking and arguing, Peatross left Kelley’s Orlando, Florida home. Later that night, Kelley, believing an intruder
had gained access to her home, drew her gun. She then realized the “intruder” was actually Peatross. Kelley says
there was a struggle for the gun, with Peatross telling her “I’m not going to live my life without you,” and then he
shot himself.  He was dead at the scene. Police were initially leery of Kelley’s story and interviewed her on cell
phone video immediately following the shooting. This video became important to the case when police claimed that
she changed her version of what happened days later. Famed Orlando Chief Medical Examiner and reality show star
Dr. Jan Garavaglia also had doubts about Kelley’s version of events.  Kelley was arrested and charged with Peatross’
murder. Secrets then came to light regarding Peatross: he was still married, which was one of the reasons a previous
girlfriend had left him, something Caryn Kelley was unaware of. Throughout her ordeal, Kelley always said that
Peatross was responsible for his own death. In May 2013, the trial began, with prosecutors using what they said were
Kelley’s different stories, along with autopsy findings to build their case. Kelly’s lawyer was able to use the cell
phone video and differing forensic opinions to Kelly’s advantage, and she was found not guilty. On-screen text
graphic: Caryn Kelly’s gun was legal in Florida. The State does not require gun owners to register firearms.
Interviewed: Caryn Kelly; Tamara Lawton, former girlfriend of Phillip Peatross; Diana Tennis, Kelley’s defense
attorney; Dr. Jan Garavaglia, Orlando Chief Medical Examiner; and Matt Conway, forensic scientist, Florida
Department of Law Enforcement. (C: Troy Roberts – P: Paul LaRosa, Michelle Feuer, Alicia Tejada)

04/12/14 48 HOURS: “Power and Passion” (9:00-10:00p) - a report on the investigation into the death of Alabama real
estate agent Angel Downs, who was found dead from a gunshot wound to the head, by her own weapon, outside her
Gulf Shores, Alabama condo in 2010. At the time of her death, she was involved with Stephen Nodine, a well-liked
Alabama politician with connections in Washington D.C.  Though married and the father of a young son, Nodine
dated Downs for six years. Friends and family say Angel wanted him to get a divorce, but he refused to give up his
double life. On the night of her death, Nodine says he dropped Downs off, and then left to go back to his wife.
Within two weeks, Stephen Nodine was indicted for murder and arrested. The timing raised eyebrows, because
District Attorney Judy Newcomb was up for re-election, something which Nodine’s attorney says was an opportunity
to have some high-profile prosecution immediately before the election. Nodine’s problems multiplied: he was
charged with a violation of the seldom-used federal statute which prohibits drug users from using guns.  Much of the
evidence in the case was circumstantial, including alleged stalking and beatings, and a previous suicide attempt by
Downs. Even the state’s own Medical Examiner Eugene Hart could not settle on the circumstances of death. He
called it inconclusive. The Georgia State Medical Examiner was called in; he deemed Downs’ death a homicide.
Jurors deliberated and a mistrial was declared. Stephen Nodine was a free man for four months; he agreed to plead
guilty to the federal gun charge -- possessing a gun while using drugs. After convening a new grand jury, the new
District Attorney Hallie Dixon, made the decision that Nodine not be charged again with murder. The family then
went over Dixon’s head and demanded a Special Prosecutor.  Nodine was to be retried for murder. Surprisingly,
there was a plea deal and an admission -- the prosecutors did not have proof beyond a reasonable doubt in the case.
The state of Alabama dropped the murder and stalking charges. Nodine pled guilty to perjury for lying on a legal
form. He also agreed to plead no contest to a charge that he harassed Angel Downs with e-mails and text messages.
On Screen Text Graphic: Stephen Nodine is prohibited from having any contact with the family of Angel Downs.
After serving his two year sentence, Nodine will be on supervised probation for three years. He says he has no plan
to seek public office. Updated 04/12/14 On Screen Text Graphic: Stephen Nodine’s wife divorced him in 2010.
Nodine lost his work release privileges because he didn’t follow the rules of the program. Nodine’s two year jail
term will end in October 2014. He’ll be on supervised probation for three years. Interviewed: Stephen Nodine;
Angel Downs’ younger sister, Susan Bloodworth, and her mother, Thelma Hinckley; retired Sheriff of Mobile
County, Jack Tillman; Angel Downs’ best friends Emily Simmons and Kayla King Donald; neighbor Roger
Whitehead; neighbor/nurse Ann Myers; Nodine’s attorney Denis Knizley; former District Attorney Judy Newcomb;
newly-elected District Attorney Hallie Dixon; and Special Prosecutor David Whetstone. (C: Richard Schlesinger - P:
Allen Alter, Avi Cohen) (OAD: 04/13/13)
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48 HOURS (continued)

04/12/14 48 HOURS: “Father and Son” (10:00-11:00p) - a report about the 2011 death of Uta Von Schwedler. Her son,
Pelle Wall, believes that his father, pediatrician Dr. Johnny Wall, may have been responsible for her drowning death.
Von Schwedler, a university research scientist, was found in the bathtub of her Salt Lake City, Utah, home by her
then-boyfriend, Nils Abramson. When the autopsy report was released, the cause of death was stated as drowning,
but the manner of her death was listed as “undetermined”, leaving open the possibility of suicide. Her son, Pelle
Wall, believed it was murder and was determined to prove his father was responsible. Investigation revealed long-
standing issues between Von Schwedler and Wall, many existing before their 2006 divorce -- involving affairs,
allegations of abuse and lingering anger. Pelle Wall, who lived at the time with his father and siblings, was
determined to get people to believe him and risked everything, including his relationship with his father and future
financial security, by filing a wrongful death suit against his father. Police and prosecutors became interested and the
state now believes there was probable cause for murder. Dr. Johnny Wall is awaiting trial. On Screen Text
Graphic: Johnny Wall is expected to stand trial for murder by the end of 2014. Tomorrow, April 13th, is Uta Von
Schwedler’s birthday. She would have been fifty-two years old. Interviewed: Pelle Wall; family friend Klaus Fiebig;
Heidi Schubert and Orly Ardon, friends of Uta Von Schwedler; Johnny Wall’s sister, Wendy Wall; defense attorneys
Howard Lundgren and Fred Metos; Margaret Olson, family friend; Nils Abramson, Von Schwedler’s boyfriend;
Amy Oglesby, Pelle Wall’s family friend; and Assistant Medical Examiner Dr. Erik D. Christensen. (C: Susan
Spencer - P: Josh Gelman, Avi Cohen and Bill Kerig)

04/19/14 48 HOURS: “Decades of Deceit” - a report on the investigation into the 1989 murder of 16-year-old Amy Weidner,
a young mother who was beaten, sexually assaulted and killed in the bedroom of her Indianapolis, Indiana home
while she and Emily, her 2-year-old daughter, were home alone. Even though there was a bloody handprint on the
bedroom wall, none of the leads led to an arrest and the case grew cold. In 2011, in response to a newspaper article
about the case, the Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Cold Case Unit called upon Detective Sgt. William Carter, a
nuisance abatement officer, to help them to print pages from the “Remembering Amy Weidner” Facebook page.
Carter became obsessed with the case, and on his own time, found a lead others had missed.  After 24 years, this led
to the eventual arrest of someone the family was familiar with: Rodney Denk. In 2012, Denk accepted a plea bargain
and pled guilty to the murder and rape of Amy Weidner during a robbery gone bad. On-Screen Text Graphic: In
January 2014, Bill Carter received the Indianapolis Police Department Award of Merit. Carter was offered the
opportunity to join the homicide unit. He has decided to remain a nuisance abatement officer. On his own time, he is
looking into another cold case of a murdered nineteen-year-old woman. Interviewed: Emily Weidner (daughter);
Gloria Weidner (mother); Cassie Gardner (sister); Taunya Strauss (sister); John-Paul Weidner (brother); Jody
George, (Weidner’s teacher); Amy Somers, Angie Moore, and Joy Haney (Weidner’s friends); Captain Jack Geilker,
(former Indianapolis Police Department member, now with the Marion County Sheriff’s Office); Lt. Roger Spurgeon
(Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department Cold Case Unit); Detective Sgt. William Carter; and Bruce Kuegel
(Kentucky Commonwealth Attorney) (C: Troy Roberts - P: Ruth Chenetz)
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48 HOURS (continued)

04/26/14 48 HOURS: “Dangerous Beauty” - a report on the 2003 murder of Russel Douglas on Whidbey Island,
Washington, and how the investigation led to the involvement of  Peggy Sue Thomas, a one-time Washington beauty
queen-turned-high-end limo driver. The investigation determined Douglas’ marriage was in trouble, his wife Brenna
was in debt, and that Thomas had once worked with Brenna. The case went cold until a tipster called police from
Florida, saying that his friend and former bandmate, Jim Huden, who was also from Whidbey Island, had admitted to
him that he killed Douglas and that Huden’s then-girlfriend, Betty Sue Thomas, was also involved. Huden
disappeared in 2004, and it was eventually discovered that Huden’s wife, Jean Huden, had helped him to get out of
the country. In the meantime, Betty Sue Thomas married Mark Allen, a multi-millionaire oilman and thoroughbred
horse owner. The marriage was over in seven months with Thomas becoming a wealthy woman. By 2011, Jean
Huden’s life eventually fell apart, and she began cooperating with investigators. Jim Huden was arrested in Mexico,
returned to the U.S., stood trial and was found guilty of murder. Betty Sue Thomas was also arrested. Just weeks
before the trial was about to begin, Thomas was offered and accepted a plea deal on a reduced charge of rendering
criminal assistance. She still claims she is innocent, but she wouldn’t have gotten a fair trial. On-Screen Text
Graphic: Under the terms of her plea deal, even if additional evidence is uncovered, Peggy Sue Thomas cannot be
charged with murder. Peggy Sue Thomas is eligible for parole on August 12, 2016. Jim and Jean Huden are still
legally married. They have not spoken in years. Interviewed: Betty Sue Thomas; Mark Plumberg, lead investigator;
Vicky Boyer, Thomas’ former friend; Greg Banks, Island County prosecutor; Bill Hill and Jean Huden, informants;
Jorge Mabarak, friend of Jim Huden’s and CBS News Consultant; Mark Allen, Thomas’ former husband; Craig
Platt, Thomas’ defense attorney; and Brenna Douglas. (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Chris O’Connell, Greg Fisher)

CBS RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL SPECIAL

04/20/14 “A New Calling” – an interfaith special that explores the motivation behind why some mature adults decide to leave
successful secular careers and choose instead to work in their respective Christian, Jewish or Muslim faiths. This
program highlights the choices made by four individuals who made the successful move into the world of religion.
(1) Mike McCurry, best known as the former press secretary to President Bill Clinton in the mid-1990s, discusses his
time in the White House and what led him to attend Wesley Theological Seminary in Washington, D.C., where he
now teaches a course in religion and politics. (2) Cathy Abbott was a successful energy executive whose career
brought her to the upper echelons of management at the Enron Corporation, among other corporations. Abbott shares
what led her to, in 2003, to enter the Wesley Theological Seminary. She went on to serve as pastor for seven years at
Arlington Temple United Methodist Church in Roslyn, VA. Currently, she is the Arlington District Superintendent
for the Virginia Conference of the United Methodist Church. (3) Samsiah Abdul Majid recently retired from the
United Nations after more than thirty years as a public information officer and human resources manager. Originally
from Malaysia, Majid is a practicing Muslim who attends the Hartford Seminary in Connecticut. While fulfilling a
hospital chaplaincy requirement, she decided to pursue a second career as an Islamic chaplain and will graduate in
May. Also includes comments from: Heidi Hadsell, Ph.D., President, Hartford Seminary; and Feryal Salem, Ph.D.,
Co-Director, Islamic Chaplaincy Program, Hartford Seminary. (4) David Daniel Klipper, a former investment
banker, explains his decision to leave behind a lucrative Wall Street career for one in hospital chaplaincy. He is now
a rabbinic pastor and supervisor of Stamford Hospital’s clinical pastoral education program in Connecticut.
(Narrator: Ted Holmes.  Producer & Writer: Elizabeth Kineke.  Associate Producer: Pilar Belendez-DeSha.
Director & Executive Producer: John P. Blessington.  Produced in consultation with: National Council of Churches;
The Islamic Society of North America; New York Board of Rabbis; A Consortium of Roman Catholic
Organizations.)
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FACE THE NATION

05/04/14 Guests: Mayor Eric Garcetti (D-Los Angeles, CA) (1); James Brown, Host, NFL Today, CBS News Special
Correspondent (2); Richard Williams, author, “Black and White: The Way I See It” (3); Senator Lindsey Graham
(R-SC), Senate Armed Services Committee (4); Clarissa Ward, CBS News Foreign Correspondent (5); William
Rhoden, The New York Times (6); Dr. Michael Eric Dyson, Georgetown University (6); Michelle Norris, NPR (6);
Ta-Nehisi Coates, The Atlantic magazine (6); Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post (6)
1) a discussion of the latest developments in the controversy regarding the racist remarks of Los Angeles Clippers
owner Donald Sterling, including Mr. Sterling’s reaction to the sanctions set forth by Commissioner Adam Silver
and the National Basketball Association (NBA)
2) Topics include: reaction to the sanctions set forth by Commissioner Adam Silver and the NBA against Mr.
Sterling, owner of Los Angeles Clippers / racism in professional sports / Mr. Brown’s hope that this controversy will
spur a discussion about race in professional sports
3) Topics include: racism in the world of sports / how Mr. Williams, father of tennis superstars Venus and Serena,
prepared his daughters for the level of racism in the sports world / reaction to the racist remarks of Los Angeles
Clippers owner Donald Sterling and the NBA’s handling of the situation
4) Topics include: Republican fury over the recently released e-mail from the Obama Administration, written after
the September 2012 attack in Benghazi, involving talking points for Ambassador Susan Rice / criticism of the
Obama Administration for trying to create a “smokescreen” over the Benghazi incident / support for plans to
investigate the Benghazi incident further; current situation in Ukraine
5) A report from Donetsk on the current situation in eastern Ukraine
6) A panel discussion on the latest developments in the controversy regarding the racist remarks of Los Angeles
Clippers owner Donald Sterling / the sanctions set forth by Commissioner Adam Silver and the National Basketball
Association (NBA) / the controversy’s impact on players / racism in professional sports

05/11/14 Guests: Clarissa Ward, CBS News Foreign Correspondent (1); Representative Mike Rogers (R-MI) (2); Robert
Gates, former Secretary of Defense, Chancellor, College of William and Mary (3) (5); Senator Elizabeth Warren (D-
MA) (4); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (6); Michael Crowley, TIME magazine (6); Margaret Brennan, CBS
News State Department Correspondent (6)
1) A report from Donetsk on the current situation in Ukraine
2) Topics include: Russian President Putin’s promise to pull back troops amassed along the Russia-Ukraine border;
the kidnapping of 300 schoolgirls in Nigeria by Boko Haram; scandal involving Secret Service agents leaving their
assigned post at the White House in 2011; problems with the policies and procedures at the U.S. Department of
Veterans Affairs (VA) and the subsequent impact on the quality of medical care provided to veterans by the VA
3) Topics include: problems with the policies and procedures at the VA and their subsequent impact on the quality of
medical care provided to veterans by the VA; current situation in Ukraine / President Putin’s recent actions asserting
“Russia’s place on the international stage”
4) Topics include: Senator Warren’s legislation to allow people to refinance their student loan debt / opinion that
Washington works for moneyed interests / criticism against the former Bush administration and the current Obama
administration for the way the financial bailout was handled with regards to the big banks / possible Republican
takeover of the Senate in the upcoming mid-term elections / reaction to her critics, who call Senator Warren a
socialist / declaration that she is not running for President / reasons why Senator Warren will not endorse Hillary
Clinton as a possible presidential candidate at this time
5) Topics include: assertion that the greatest threat to America’s security is the partisanship in Washington; surprise
at the negative reaction to his book “Duty: Memoirs of a Secretary at War” / relationship with President Obama;
current situation in Syria / emerging role of China as a more aggressive player on the world stage; firm decision not
to run for president
6) Topics include: former Secretary Robert Gates; current situation in Syria; current situation in Ukraine / driving
forces behind Russian President Vladimir Putin’s decision to target Ukraine / possibility of additional sanctions
against Russia; the kidnapping of 300 schoolgirls in Nigeria by Boko Haram / the rise in Islamic radicalism in
Northern Africa
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

05/18/14 Guests: Denis McDonough, White House Chief of Staff (1); Dan Dellinger, American Legion (2); former Mayor
Michael Bloomberg (I-New York City, NY) (3); Governor Chris Christie (R-NJ) (4); Timothy Geithner, former
United States Secretary of the Treasury, Obama administration, author, “Stress Test: Reflections on Financial
Crises” (5); Katrina vanden Heuvel, The Nation (6); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (6); Gerald Seib,
The Wall Street Journal (6); Jackie Calmes, The New York Times (6)
Guest Correspondent: Major Garrett, CBS News Chief White House Correspondent (1)
1) Topics include: scandal involving the policies and procedures at the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA)
and the subsequent impact on the quality of medical care provided to veterans by the VA / VA Secretary Shinseki’s
“performance” before the Senate committee / questions and criticism regarding President Obama’s reaction and
subsequent handling of the crisis at the VA
2) Topics include: scandal involving the policies and procedures at the VA / appeal for President Obama to come
forward and address the scandal / call for VA Secretary Shinseki and VA Undersecretaries Hickey and Petzel to
resign
3) Topics include: the significance of the National September 11 Memorial & Museum; Mr. Bloomberg’s plan to
spend fifty million dollars of his own money to form a grassroots movement to combat gun violence; criticism
against Republican strategist Karl Rove for his recent declaration that Hillary Clinton suffered brain damage from a
fall she suffered while serving as Secretary of State / upcoming presidential election; impact of the George
Washington Bridge scandal on New Jersey Governor Chris Christie; Mr. Bloomberg’s political leanings
4) A portion of a pre-recorded interview with Governor Christie, in which he discusses his possible run for the
presidency, his admiration for former Republican Governor Jeb Bush of Florida, and his opinion that it is easier to
run against people you don’t like
5) Topics include: factors which led to the 2008 financial meltdown; relationship with the Obama administration
during his tenure as Treasury Secretary; advice for the Obama administration regarding the scandal involving the
policies and procedures at the VA; reaction to Massachusetts Senator Elizabeth Warren’s assertion that Washington
works for moneyed interests; optimism concerning the current state of the U.S. economy / what Mr. Geithner learned
from his time as Treasury Secretary
6) Topics include: scandal involving the policies and procedures at the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA)
and the subsequent impact on the quality of medical care provided to veterans by the VA / reasons why President
Obama has yet to come forward and address the scandal; reaction from former President Bill Clinton to Republican
strategist Karl Rove’s recent declaration that Hillary Clinton suffered brain damage / speculation regarding possible
Democratic candidates for president; impact of the George Washington Bridge scandal on New Jersey Governor
Chris Christie
7) FACE THE NATION Flashback topic: the sixtieth anniversary of the Supreme Court’s decision in Brown v.
Board of Education, which effectively outlawed segregation in America’s schools. CBS newsman Edward R.
Murrow addressed the issue of segregation and the Supreme Court’s ruling on the May 25, 1954 edition of SEE IT
NOW.
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

05/25/14 Guests: Danielle Nottingham, CBS News Correspondent (1); Sheriff Bill Brown, Santa Barbara (CA) County (2);
Senator Richard Blumenthal (D-CT), Committee on Veterans’ Affairs (3); Senator John Thune (R-SD) (3);
Representative Adam Kinzinger (R-IL), Committee on Foreign Affairs (4); Colonel Tom Manion, USMC (Retired),
“Brothers Forever” (5); Dana Priest, The Washington Post (5); David Finkel, The Washington Post; author, “Thank
You for Your Service” (5); Steven Silverman, attorney for National Football League (NFL) players (6); Jarrett Bell,
NFL Columnist, USA Today Sports (6); Sean Gregory, TIME magazine (6); Allen Pizzey, CBS News Foreign
Correspondent (7)
Guest Moderator: Major Garrett, CBS News Chief White House Correspondent
1) A report from Santa Barbara, CA on the murder of six people Friday night, near the campus of UCSB, by twenty-
two-year-old Elliot Rodger, who took his own life as police closed in
2) Topics include: the April 30th welfare check conducted by police, on behalf of the Mental Health Department,
with Elliot Rodger / an update on the conditions of the thirteen wounded victims / the discovery of three deceased
male victims in Rodger’s apartment / Rodger’s ability to “fly under the radar”
3) Topics include: reaction to Friday’s incident in Santa Barbara, along with renewed calls for advanced gun
legislation; scandal involving the policies and procedures at the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) and the
subsequent impact on the quality of medical care provided to veterans by the VA / criticism from Senator Thune
regarding President Obama’s delayed response to the scandal at the VA / Senator Thune’s reaction to Republican
Senator Richard Burr’s criticism of veterans’ service organizations for not calling on VA Secretary Eric Shinseki to
resign / Senator Blumenthal’s call for reforms and accountability, including possible involvement from the
Department of Justice
4) Topics include: scandal involving the policies and procedures at the VA / support for the recent announcement
instructing veterans that they can seek care from non-VA facilities / call for a “major shake-up at the VA”, including
the resignation of VA Secretary Shinseki
5) Topics include: the VA scandal / Ms. Priest’s prior investigative work in uncovering the 2007 scandal at the
Walter Reed Army Medical Center / differences between the current VA scandal and the 2007 Walter Reed Army
Medical Center scandal / basis for Mr. Finkel’s book, “Thank You for Your Service” / work that non-profits could
do to help the veterans seeking assistance / call for reforms and accountability
6) Topics include: announcement last week of a lawsuit filed by more than five hundred former National Football
League (NFL) players, alleging permanent injury due to the overuse of painkillers prescribed by NFL team doctors /
examples of remedial action the NFL could take to address the situation / possible impact on the NFL / current
culture and attitudes within the NFL towards players
7) A report from Jerusalem on Pope Francis’ tour of the Holy Land
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60 MINUTES

05/04/14 “Over A Barrel” – a report on the dispute between the lawyers for BP (British Petroleum) and the lawyers for BP
oil spill victims, and how BP’s agreement to compensate victims of its Gulf oil spill is being interpreted. BP claims
businesses not harmed by the spill have collected hundreds of millions of dollars, but compensation lawyer Jim Roy
explains this is the deal BP agreed to. Includes interviews with: Ken Feinberg, lawyer; Geoff Morrell, BP Vice
President; Patrick Juneau, BP spill claims administrator; Ted Olson, BP’s attorney; and Jim Roy, lawyer for BP spill
victims.  (C: Scott Pelley – P: Robert G. Anderson) (See also: “The Blowout”, OAD: 05/16/10; and “The Go-To
Guy”, OAD: 10/03/10)
“90+” - a report on the fastest-growing segment of the U.S. population, the “oldest old” -- people who live to 90 or
above. A landmark study, aptly titled “The 90+ Study”, involved thousands of members in a southern California
retirement community, formerly known as Leisure World and now its own city, Laguna Woods. The findings, which
have been collected since 1981, are revealing factors that may contribute to living longer, such as moderate alcohol
consumption and exercise. A primary focus of the study is dementia and Alzheimer’s disease and a recent discovery
of microscopic strokes in the brain called microinfarcts might reveal a cause of dementia. Includes interviews with
study participants: Jane Whistler, Ted Rosenbaum, Lou Tirado, Ruthy Stahl, Sid Shero, Louise Bigelow, Henry
Tornell and Helen Weil; Dr. Claudia Kawas, neurologist and professor at UC Irvine; and Dr. Ronald Kim,
neuropathologist. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shari Finkelstein, Jennie Held) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT
The Mail – selected viewer comments about the segment “Saving the Children” (OAD: 04/27/14)

05/11/14 “Washington’s Open Secret” – a report on the current state of campaign financing and congressional ethics in
Washington, DC. Members of Congress can and often do use funds donated to their Political Action Committees
(PAC) for personal use, such as private trips and the hiring of family members. Since these are not campaign funds,
this practice is legal. Includes interviews with: Peter Schweizer, author and fellow at the Hoover Institution; Trevor
Potter, former chairman of the Federal Election Commission; Rep. Robert Andrews, D-NJ; Melanie Sloan, Executive
Dir. Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington; Rep. Rodney Alexander, R-LA; Rep. Grace Napolitano,
D-CA. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Ira Rosen, Gabrielle Schonder) (OAD: 10/20/13; includes an update)
“Emergency” – a report on “Emergency”, an independent Italian organization that provides free, high quality
medical and surgical treatment to the victims of war, landmines and poverty. The report focuses on African children
who have rheumatic heart disease, caused by untreated strep throat, and how Emergency and its founder, Dr. Gino
Strada, perform life-saving surgery on as many as possible at The Salam Center for Cardiac Surgery in Sudan.
Includes interviews with Mariata, a child in Sierra Leone with rheumatic heart disease; Esther, Mariata’s mother; Dr.
Mimo Risika, cardiologist; and Dr. Gino Strada, Emergency’s founder and heart surgeon. (C: Clarissa Ward – P:
Ben Plesser)
“Salmon in the Sea” – a report on why environmentalists and salmon farmers in the Pacific Northwest are at odds
over whether the aquaculture business poses a threat to the wild salmon population. Environmentalists argue these
farms could be spreading diseases while the salmon farmers say the industry is improving and they’re helping to save
the last remaining wild salmon in the sea. Includes interviews with Ian Roberts, salmon farmer at Marine Harvest
Canada; Alexandra Morton, environmental activist and scientist; George Eliason, fisherman in Alaska; and Brian
Wallace, senior counsel to Canada’s commission to explore salmon decline. (See also: “Fish Fuss”, OAD: 11/19/00)
(C: Dr. Sanjay Gupta – P: Peter Klein)
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60 MINUTES (continued)

05/18/14 “8 Days in Tehran” – a report on Iran and the current state of the country with perspectives from a current
government leader, founders of Pars Online, an Iranian internet service provider; and everyday Iranians in Tehran.
The main focus is the ongoing negotiations between Iran and the United States about Iran’s nuclear facilities. Other
topics discussed included economic sanctions against Iran, President Hassan Rouhani, Iran’s elite military the
Revolutionary Guard, Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khamanei and Iranians views of America. Includes interviews
with: Dr. Mohammad Nahavandian, Chief of Staff to President Hassan Rouhani; and Said Fateh and son Abdollah
Fateh, founders of Pars Online. Also includes comments by various unidentified Iranians with some interpreted
through a translator. (C: Steve Kroft – P: James Jacoby, Michael Karzis)
“The Capitol Dome” – a report on the Capitol Dome in Washington D.C., its design and construction, and the
multi-year restoration project underway to repair more than 1,000 cracks and deficiencies. Includes interviews with:
Stephen Ayers, Architect of the Capitol; Bill Allen, historian; Lonnie Bunch, historian and Matt Wasniewski,
historian. Also includes comments by Speaker of the House Rep. John Boehner (R-OH); and House Minority Leader
Rep. Nancy Pelosi (D-CA). (C: Scott Pelley – P: Nicole Young) (OAD: 12/01/13; includes an update)
“The Recyclers” - a report on the Recycled Orchestra of Cateura, Paraguay. Residents of Cateura rely on the
garbage and landfill in their town to make a living, and incredibly, they have fashioned musical instruments out of
the waste, which has led to a thriving children’s orchestra. The children will soon be featured in an upcoming
documentary film: “landfillharmonic”.  Includes interviews through voice-over translators with: Favio Chavez, an
environmental technician who created a music school for the children; Don Cola Gomez, maker of the instruments,
carpenter, and trash worker; Ada Rios, child musician; Jorge Rios, Ada’s father; and Miriam Rios, Ada’s
grandmother. Also features comments from Berta Rojas, Paraguay’s most famous musician, who frequently returns
to Cateura to offer master classes. (C: Bob Simon – P: Michael H. Gavshon) (OAD: 11/17/13; includes an update)

05/25/14 “The War Within” – a report on new therapies being implemented by the Veterans Administration to aid thousands
of veterans suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) after fighting wars in Afghanistan, Iraq, and
Vietnam. The new treatments were originally designed to treat victims of sexual assault and rape and consist of
cognitive processing and prolonged exposure therapies. Includes interviews with: Eric Collins and Gable Darbonne,
veterans; and Dr. Kevin Reeder, psychologist at the VA hospital in Little Rock, Arkansas. Also includes comments
by veterans Gene Dowdy, Rob Spraggs, Terrence Stewart, and Anthony Apellido. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Ashley
Velie) (OAD: 11/24/13; includes an update.)
“Sex Matters” – a report on how scientists are now realizing that recommended doses for popular prescription drugs
are understudied because men and woman metabolize prescription medication differently. America’s most popular
sleep drug, Ambien, known generically as Zolpidem, is the only drug on the market for which the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) has suggested doses based on gender. Includes interviews with Larry Cahill, neuroscientist at
the University of California Irvine; Dr. Sandra Kweder, deputy director of the FDA’s office of new drugs; Dr. Noel
Bairey Merz, cardiologist at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center; Pearl Grumet, patient who suffered a heart attack; Dr.
Melina Kibbe, vascular surgeon and Dr. Doris Taylor, leading stem cell expert at Texas Heart Institute.  (C: Lesley
Stahl – P: Shari Finkelstein) (OAD: 02/09/14; includes an update.)
“Liam Neeson” – an interview / profile of actor Liam Neeson, who is currently one of the highest paid movie stars
in Hollywood. At age sixty-one Neeson is renowned for his work in action movies which have scored big at the box
office. For the first time, Neeson opens up about his late wife, actress Natasha Richardson, and her sudden death five
years ago due to a traumatic brain injury she suffered after a skiing accident. (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Ruth
Streeter) (OAD: 02/23/14)
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48 HOURS

05/03/14 48 HOURS: “Temptation in Texas” - a report on the investigation into the 2011 shooting death of Greg Williams,
as his wife Michele Williams awaits trial for the crime. Williams was shot dead in his suburban Dallas home, but
how it happened is up for debate because, when Michele called police, she said an intruder had shot her husband.
Investigation revealed that Williams had been shot with his own gun and that the weapon, as well as the wrench used
to hit Michele, were wiped clean of fingerprints. There were allegations of affairs and Michele says Greg was into
the bondage/domination scene. As the investigation continued, Michele changed her story to say that Greg killed
himself and she cleaned up the scene of his death in order to protect her young daughter from the truth. Family
tensions were also evident: Williams’ first wife said he was a complicated man who could be verbally abusive;
Michele’s estranged sons from previous relationships said she was not faithful and moved from man to man
throughout their lives. Police believed that Michele was the killer. Due to lack of evidence, the District Attorney
offered her a plea deal -- plead guilty to tampering with evidence and “deadly conduct”, but just before the deal was
completed, something happened to keep Michele out of jail: she was pregnant with twins, and the father was her son
Lee’s former best friend. Sentencing was delayed and she remained out of jail. Then tragedy struck, she lost the
babies and the judge ordered her back to prison. Many family members believe that Michele was never really
pregnant. Then, while being interviewed by 48 HOURS, Michele changed her story again - contradicting herself.
The judge threw out the plea deal and ordered her to stand trial for murder. On screen text graphic: Michele
Williams is scheduled to stand trial for murder this September. Makayla, now six, continues to live with family
friends, who have filed for legal custody. At Michele’s request, Gene Wallis, her fiancé, is filing his own suit to get
custody of the child. Interviewed: Michele Williams; Claire St. Amant (journalist/CBS News consultant); Laura
Cuisick (Michele’s older sister); Andrew and Lee O’Brien (Michele’s sons); Gene Wallis (Michele’s fiancé); and
Kathy and Taylor Williams (Williams first wife and daughter). (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Ryan N. Smith, Alec Sirken)

05/10/14 48 HOURS: “Ambushed” (9:00-10:00p) - a report on the investigation into the 1988 disappearance of David
Jackson in Pembroke Pines, Florida; the eventual discovery of his body; and of the efforts of the young man who
helped police find his father’s killer. In 1988, David Jackson disappeared, but the case grew cold. In 2003, the case
was re-opened with Detective Donna Velazquez in charge. By chance, Police Explorer recruit John Wolfe saw a
poster and shocked police by stating that the man pictured was his father. Wolfe told investigators that he felt his
mother, Barbara Britton, was holding back information about the crime and agreed to work with the police. Their
investigation revealed: (1) the couple had married young, divorced and shared custody of their child; (2) Barbara
married Michael Wolfe and relocated to Arizona; (3) Jackson fought and won visitation rights; (4) Jackson’s father-
in-law Harry Britton hated him. Detective Velazquez was convinced that Jackson was murdered and that his ex-wife
had something to do with it -- and if she was involved, so was Michael Wolfe. Wolfe was arrested. During the
interrogation he said that Barbara’s father had wanted Jackson dead and had turned to him for advice about killing
him. Both of Wolfe’s ex-wives, Nancy Graham and Carole Larson, corroborated this information. Britton could not
be arrested because all the information collected was considered hearsay. At trial, Michael Wolfe was convicted of
murder. He then promised prosecutors evidence that would put Barbara Britton away. He told a story of how she and
her father were deeply involved in the planning of the murder and that he had agreed to kill David Jackson to keep
peace in the family. A few months later, Britton left him and filed for child support. Twenty-two years after
Jackson’s disappearance, Barbara Britton was arrested for murder. To avoid prison, she ultimately accepted a plea
bargain to a reduced charge because the District Attorney recognized that they would probably not be able to obtain
a first-degree murder conviction. On screen text graphic: Despite the plea deal John Wolfe continues to support his
mother, Barbara. He is estranged from his grandmother, Judy. John still hopes to be a police officer. He currently
works as a security guard at a Florida shopping mall. Michael Wolfe, who offered to testify about Barbara’s
involvement in David Jackson’s murder, never got the reduced sentence he was hoping for. Interviewed: the brother
and mother of David Jackson -- Mark Jackson and Judy Carlsson; former wife/defendant Barbara Britton; Det.
Donna Velazquez; the son of David Jackson and Barbara Britton, John Wolfe; former wife of Michael Wolfe, Nancy
Graham; defendant Michael Wolfe; Barbara Britton’s defense attorney Keith Seltzer. (C: Troy Roberts - P: Patti
Aronofsky, Peter Shaw, Tamara Weitzman, Alec Sirken) (OAD: 03/16/13)
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48 HOURS (continued)

05/10/14 48 HOURS: “A Raging Son” (10:00-11:00p) - a report about the investigation into the 2012 death of Weight
Watchers executive Danielle Thomas, and the murder case against her boyfriend, Wall Street attorney Jason Bohn,
who claimed being neglected by his mother as a child should keep him from spending his life in jail. Thomas was
found dead in the bathtub of the Astoria, Queens apartment she shared with Jason Bohn. Thomas and Bohn had a
whirlwind romance and she moved to New York to be with him. Everything seemed to be falling in place for the
financial analyst, and while there was talk of marriage, the relationship had become physically and emotionally
abusive. Police had been called. Bohn had been arrested for assault. Now, Bohn was arrested and charged with
murder. Bohn’s defense is that an explosive moment of anger that resulted in Thomas’ death was directly connected
to his bad childhood. Bohn’s attorney asserts he was abandoned by his mother Maureen O’Connell, a wealthy
publishing executive, and he experienced profound neglect and abuse that caused a mental illness called Intermittent
Explosive Disorder. Prosecutors dismissed his claims and they assert that audio recorded in an accidental phone call
made while Thomas was still alive suggest Bohn knew exactly what he was doing. At trial, the Ivy League grad and
Wall Street lawyer is found guilty of murder. On screen text graphic: Danielle’s mother plans to sue the police
department for not responding to her daughter’s 911 call. There is a scholarship set up in Danielle’s name at her
Boyce County, Kentucky high school. Jason’s mother has instructed her lawyer to try to get her son into protective
custody. Interviewed: Dennis Frawley (NYPD detective); Patrick O’Connor (lead prosecutor); Marilyn Filingeri
(Assistant District Attorney); Jamie Thomas Bright (Danielle’s mother); Juanita Hardgrave (Danielle’s
grandmother); Dr. Alexander Sasha Bardey (forensic psychiatrist); Murray Weirs (crime reporter/48 HOURS
consultant); Richard Brown (District Attorney); Sherette Corsey (neighbor); Elena Rodriguez and Amanda DeJuto
(jurors) (C: Troy Roberts – P: Patti Aronofsky, Elena DiFiore, James Stolz, Gail Abbott Zimmerman)

05/17/14 48 HOURS: “The Sweetheart Murders” (9:00-10:00p) - a follow-up to “The Sweetheart Murders” (OAD:
01/27/07), the story of sweethearts Sabrina Gonsalves and John Riggins who were brutally murdered in Davis,
California, in 1980. Initially, police suspected Gerald Gallego, but he was in jail at the time of the murders. In 1989,
police arrested Gallego’s half-brother David Hunt, his wife, Sue-Ellen and Richard Thompson and Doug Lainer,
calling them The Hunt Group, and charging them creating a copycat murder to call into question Gallego’s guilt in
other crimes. But, DNA would prove their innocence and the charges were dropped; still questions remained. In
2002, using advanced DNA technology, not available at the time of the murders, police were able to match samples
stored in a FBI database to Richard Hirschfield, a convicted rapist, who was released from prison in 1980. Police
interviewed Hirschfield’s brother, Joe -- who committed suicide the day after the interview. Based on information in
his suicide note, police assume that Joe helped his brother. Richard Hirschfield was charged in the case. In 2012, 10
years after the DNA hit, and almost 32 years after the murders, the capital murder trial commences. Time has taken
its toll: now 63-years-old and confined to wheelchair, Hirschfield is nothing like the menacing figure he once was.
David Hunt, suffering from cancer, hopes to live to hear his name cleared, and the families hope to put an end to
their suffering.  The jury deliberates and the verdict is guilty. Hirschfield is sentenced to death. On-screen text
graphic: Richard Hirschfield is appealing his conviction. David Hunt did not live to see his name cleared. He died
during the trial. On screen text graphic for the 05/17/14 rebroadcast: Richard Hirschfield is currently on death
row in San Quentin Prison. He is appealing his conviction. David Hunt never lived to see his name cleared. He died
during the trial. Dawn Bladet received the Sacramento County “Prosecutor of the Year” award for her work on the
“Sweethearts Murders.” Interviewed: Detective Carol Daly and Investigator Ron Garverick, both from the
Sacramento County Sheriff’s Department; family members Andrea Gonsalves-Rosenstein (sister); Dr. Richard
Riggins and his wife, Kate Riggins (parents); Hunt Group suspects David Hunt and Doug Lanier; prosecutor Dawn
Bladet; lead defense attorney Linda Parisi. (C: Troy Roberts - P: Clare Friedland) (OAD: 09/28/13)
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48 HOURS (continued)

05/17/14 48 HOURS: “A Daughter, a Mortgage and Two Murders” (10:00-11:00p) - a follow-up to “The Mortgage and
the Murder” (OAD: 11/22/08), a report on the investigation into the murders of Greg and Bernadette Ohlemacher in
2005. The Albuquerque, New Mexico couple were shot dead in their home. Police immediately suspected their
daughter, Renee, was involved. Family members also believed she knew more than she was telling and she was after
the $1 million insurance policy. The investigation stalled. In 2006, mortgage loan processor Ron Santiago turned
himself in to the Secret Service for a crime unrelated to the murders. Investigation led to a connection between
Santiago and the Ohlemachers. A search of his home led to shell casings that matched those found at the Ohlemacher
crime scene. Eight years of legal wrangling followed. Before the trial, the District Attorney’s office asked Renee to
take a polygraph test; results were inconclusive. The test would haunt prosecutors at trial when the jury was allowed
to hear the results when she testified. Santiago was found not guilty. Family members still believe both Ron Santiago
and Renee Olchmacher were involved in the crime. On-screen text graphic: Renee is working as a dog walker. The
family dog “Sammy Jo,” passed away a year after the murders. Ron Santiago lives in Albuquerque with his parents
and is looking for a job. Interviewed: Renee Ohlemacher; Jessica Montoya and Antoinette Curran (Ohlemacher’s
aunts) and her grandmother Dora; former Albuquerque Police spokesman John Walsh; Randy Ohlemacher (Greg’s
brother); Catherine Howard (mortgage client); Brian Nguyen (Secret Service agent); Joseph Riggs (defense
attorney); Kari Brandenburg (District Attorney); and Cheryl Johnston (prosecutor) (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Paul
LaRosa, Allen Alter)

05/24/14 48 HOURS PRESENTS: “Cold as Ice” (9:00-10:00p) - a report on a 55-year-old cold case, in which a childhood
memory of a friend’s murder was the key to solving the case of the death of 7-year-old Maria Ridulph, from
Sycamore, Illinois. In 1957, while playing in the snow with Maria Ridulph, eight-year-old Kathy Chapman went
home for mittens. When she returned, Maria was nowhere to be found. Both girls had been talking to a man who
called himself “Johnny”; a frantic search failed to locate Maria. The FBI took over the case but when her body was
found five months later, the Illinois State Police took over the case, but it went cold.  Almost fifty years later, Jeanne
Tessier’s mother, a Sycamore neighbor, made a shocking deathbed confession: her son, John Tessier, was Maria’s
killer and she urged her daughter to contact the authorities. Jeanne Tessier contacted the FBI and the Sycamore
Police. Her brother appeared to have had an alibi and had passed a polygraph test. Both agencies chose not to
investigate. Ten years later, Jeanne contacted the Illinois State Police. During the course of the investigation, long
buried sexual secrets of the Tessier family came to light. Maria’s playmate, now a 61-year-old grandmother,
identified a photo of John Tessier as “Johnny”, who is now a 72-year-old former policeman from Seattle,
Washington, and now known as Jack McCullough. He was arrested and charged with murder. There was little or no
physical evidence in the crime; prosecutors chose to charge McCullough with a different crime: the rape of his sister,
fifty-five years ago. They felt they had a better chance of conviction. But the prosecutor had promised Jeanne Tessier
that he would never pursue a rape trial without her consent. With no physical evidence to back up her story, Jeanne
Tessier felt betrayed by prosecutor Clay Campbell and feared her word would not be enough for a conviction.
McCullough was found not guilty. Five months later, the murder trial commenced. Jack McCullough felt confident
he would be acquitted in this mostly circumstantial case too. When both sides rested, the judge delivered his
decision: guilty. McCullough was sentenced to life in prison. On-screen text graphic: Clay Campbell won the case,
but in November 2012, he lost his bid for re-election. On-screen text graphic for the 05/24/14 rebroadcast: Jack
McCullough is appealing his conviction. McCullough claims the judge allowed unreliable evidence, including his
dying mother’s statement accusing him of the murder of Maria Ridulph. Interviewed: Maria Ridulph’s childhood
friend Kathy Chapman; Maria Ridulph’s brother Chuck Ridulph; Patrick Solar, retired Sycamore Police Lieutenant;
the sisters of suspect John Tessier/Ray McCullough: Jeanne Tessier and Jan Tessier; Special Agent Brion Hanley;
suspect Jack McCullough (a.k.a. John Tessier); Prosecutor Clay Campbell; Seattle cold-case detectives Mike
Ciesynski and Cloyd Steiger; McCullough’s step-daughter Janey O’Connor; Tacoma bartender/former 14-year-old
runaway Michelle Weinman; defense investigator Crystal Harrole. (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Greg Fisher, Judy Rybak,
Peter Henderson) (OAD: 03/09/13; 1st rebroadcast: 09/14/13 -- both as 48 HOURS: “Cold As Ice”)
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48 HOURS (continued)

05/24/14 48 HOURS PRESENTS: “Redemption Song” (10:00-11:00p) - a report on the 1985 death of Natalie Antonetti, a
woman who was part of the Austin, Texas music community.  She was found beaten at home by her son, Johnny
Goodie, and remained in a coma for two weeks before she died.  The police investigation at the time focused on
Marty Odem, a restaurant manager and sometime male stripper, who had a track record of violence.  Police just did
not have enough to go on, and he was never charged.  He was later convicted of an unrelated rape and sent to prison;
police then considered the case closed.  In 2007, Austin Police Detective Tom Walsh reopened the cold case when
an anonymous call came in naming Dennis Davis, a well-known name in the Austin music scene, as a suspect.  Davis
had dated Antonetti, and at the time had what seemed like a solid alibi. But now, his wife, Becki Davis, was the one
who called the police.  Detective Walsh has found several women who have become key players in the investigation:
Davis’ then-girlfriend Ampour Garcia-Crow is certain he was not with her on the night in question; Linda Bless, who
has seen his anger; and an ex-girlfriend Gelinda, who says that Dennis Davis confessed the murder to her.  In 2009,
24 years after the murder, Davis was arrested.  In April 2011, the case went to trial.  Though the prosecution’s case
was largely circumstantial, they had the phone call that started it all.  Dennis Davis was found guilty of the murder.
At the sentencing hearing there was another shock: Becki and Dennis Davis had reconciled.  He was sentenced to 36
years behind bars.  The defense team still insisted they had a solid rebuttal but were unable to present their case.  On
screen graphic: Dennis Davis will be eligible for parole in 2028.  He will be 78.  He is appealing the verdict.  The
06/09/12 v/o epilogue: A year after the verdict, the DA's office decided to take another look at the physical evidence
in this case, and compare it to two similar crimes in Austin from the 1980s. They will search for DNA to see if it
matches that of a suspect in those cases. ADA Mark Pryor says he's "happy to have a look" but, he says, he's
confident the jury convicted the right man for murdering Natalie Antonetti. Included interviews with: Natalie
Antonetti’s son and musician Johnny Goodie; Mark Pryor, Austin Assistant District Attorney; Mark Hallman,
Antonetti’s friend; Austin Police Detective Tom Walsh; Dennis Davis, the suspect; Davis’ former girlfriends,
Amparo Garcia-Crow and Linda Bless; and defense attorneys Wade Russell, Efrain De La Fuente. The 05/24/14
Epilogue: an appeals court overturned Davis’ conviction and ordered a new trial. The reason: Davis’ lawyer
was ineffective. In April 2014, Dennis Davis walked out of prison, a free man. On-screen text graphic: The
new trial is scheduled for November 2014. (C: Tracy Smith - P: Chuck Stevenson, Sarah Prior) (OAD: 10/15/11;
1st rebroadcast: 06/09/12 -- both as 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Redemption Song”. The 06/09/12 rebroadcast contains
an update in the form of a v/o epilogue.)

05/26/14 48 HOURS: “End of The Trail” (10:00-11:00p) - a report on the investigation into the 2008 murder of
educator/artist Carol Kennedy, who was brutally beaten in her home outside Prescott, Arizona. Kennedy’s ex-
husband, stockbroker Steven DeMocker, became the chief suspect. Police investigation revealed a man who was a
serial philanderer, who was struggling with a heavy financial burden, and had a toxic relationship with his ex-wife.
Police arrested DeMocker, saying that they had a strong circumstantial case, but legal maneuvers, court delays and
the death of a judge prolonged the case for five years. DeMocker’s girlfriend, Renee Girard, then revealed critical
information about DeMocker’s activities after Kennedy’s death: he lived in fear of being arrested for a crime and
revealed information about an insurance policy. His large family, including his two daughters Charlotte and
Katherine, believe he is innocent. Prosecutors believe he killed Kennedy to avoid paying alimony and to gain access
to an estimated $750,000 life insurance payout. After five years, and nearly $2 million in taxpayer money, the trial
commences. Steven DeMocker is found guilty of first-degree murder; he is sentenced to life in prison without parole.
On-screen text graphic: Charlotte graduated from college this month with a degree in finance. Katherine will finish
law school next year. She hopes to pursue a career as a federal prosecutor. Interviewed: Steven DeMocker; Jan
Wheeler, Barb Willis, Betsy Petit (friends of Carol Kennedy); Michael, Mary and Sharon DeMocker (brother and
sisters of Steven DeMocker); Rich Robertson (defense team investigator); Larry Hammon (defense attorney); Renee
Girard (DeMocker’s girlfriend); Joseph Moura (private investigator/48 HOURS consultant); Jim Knapp (friend of
DeMocker’s); Julie Corwin (ex-girlfriend of Knapp’s); Craig Williams (new defense attorney); Tricia Greer and
Kathy Reay (jury members) (C: Maureen Maher - P: Sara Ely Hulse, Clare Friedland, Asena Basak)
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48 HOURS (continued)

05/31/14 48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: “One Last Hug” - a report on growing dangers of dating and breakup violence,
focusing on Melissa Dohme, who agreed to meet a former boyfriend, Robert Murton, for one last hug before they
broke up forever. The decision nearly cost her her life: in an instant, she was stabbed 32 times and left for dead.
Their relationship had started out lovingly, but Burton told her if she ever broke up with him, he would kill her. The
couple eventually split up and Burton began calling her. He woke her up on the night of January 24, 2012 and
begged her for one last hug. She agreed to meet him in front of her Clearwater, Florida home. After the attack, a
police officer responding to the scene did not believe Dohme would survive. Melissa Dohme, police, EMS, doctors
and Dohme’s family describe their learning of the attack, Melissa’s treatment, the hunt for Murton, her recovery,
facing her attacker in court… and how this event led her to find a solid relationship and a new purpose in life. Also
included is an interview with Audrey Mabrey, herself a victim of a domestic attack. Her husband, Chris, an NYPD
officer, bludgeoned her with a hammer and set her on fire. Epilogue: the men who attacked Melissa Dohme and
Audrey Mabrey will spend the rest of their lives behind bars with no chance of parole. Melissa and Audrey believe
they were spared to help themselves and others. Both are advocates at Hands Across the Bay, an organization
founded by philanthropist Julie Weintraub, whose goal is to prevent domestic violence and help families in crisis.
Interviewed: survivors Melissa Dohme and Audrey Mabrey; Melissa Harris (Clearwater Police Department officer);
Vincent Supernor and Cameron Hill (Clearwater Fire & Rescue); Joanne Dohme (mother of Melissa); and Dr.
Jeffrey Johnson (Bayfront Health Medical Center). (C: Troy Roberts - P: Liza Finley)

* * * * *
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Talk of the Town Issues Report
2nd Quarter 2014

HEALTH

Date Length Guest Description
4/7/14 3:00 Lisa Lillian “Hungry Girl” author discussed her new diet book.

4/9/14 3:00 Harley Pasternak Fitness trainer and author spoke about “The Skinny on Fats.”

4/18/14 4:00 Dr. Denise Buntin Dermatologist answered viewer’s questions on skin care.

4/22/14 3:00 Dr. Catherine Dundon Pediatrician answered viewer questions about children’s health.

4/25/14 3:00 Bob Harper Author and trainer spoke about his new book “Skinny Meals.”

5/23/14 4:00 Dr. Denise Buntin Dermatologist answered viewer’s questions on summer skin care.

6/9/14 3:00 Dr. Anna Settle Psychologist gave tips on improving your self-image.

6/10/14 3:00 Dr. Catherine Dundon Pediatrician answered viewer questions about children’s health.

6/17/14 3:00 Sarah Thomas Fitness coach discussed healthy snacks for kids.

6/20/14 4:00 Dr. Denise Buntin Dermatologist answered viewer’s questions on skin care.

FAMILY & MORALS

Date Length Guest Description
4/15/14 3:00 Judge Muriel Robinson Family court judge answered call-in questions on legal issues.

5/15/14 3:00 Marla Cilley The “Fly Lad” gave tips for organizing your life.

5/20/14 3:00 Judge Muriel Robinson Family court judge answered call-in questions on legal issues.

5/29/14 3:00 Emily Henderson Spoke about how busy families can get organized this summer.

6/17/14 3:00 Judge Muriel Robinson Family court judge answered call-in questions on legal issues.

CONSUMER/FINANCE

Date Length Guest Description
4/2/14 3:00 Jim Barry Consumer Electronics Association rep talked about new digital devices.

4/21/14 3:00 Dr. Craig Prior Veterinarian took viewer phone calls about pet health.

4/23/14 3:00 Dave Ramsey/Rachel Cruze Authors spoke about their book “Smart Money, Smart Kids”

4/25/14 3:00 Sami Cone “Frugal Mom” gave tips on how to book cheap airfare and fly frugally.

5/12/14 3:00 Dr. Craig Prior Veterinarian provided tips on keeping pets safe during hot weather.

5/27/14 3:00 John Gonas Discussed a mattress recycling program.

6/16/14 3:00 Dr. Craig Prior Veterinarian took viewer phone calls about pet health.

6/24/14 3:00 Paula Froelich Yahoo travel editor spoke about saving money on summer travel.
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COMMUNITY

Date Length Guest Description
4/2/14 3:00 Glenn Cranfield Spokesman for Nashville Rescue Mission discussed their Easter

Giving Campaign.

4/14/14 3:00 Sharon Smith Metro Public Works spokesperson talked about Earth Day activities.

4/30/14 3:00 Mayor Karl Dean Nashville’s Mayor spoke about the city-wide Field Day.

5/6/14 3:00 Ellen Lehman Community Foundation spokesperson talked about their Big
Payback Campaign.

5/30/14 3:00 Becky Carter Spokesperson for “Rebuilding Together Nashville” spoke about help for
people facing housing challenges



WTVF Public Service Announcements
April 1, 2014-June 30, 2014

During 2nd Quarter 2014, WTVF aired PSAs providing information on a variety of
activities and issues. Representative examples of such PSAs include the following:

Nashville Rescue Mission (32 times)

Al-Anon (30 times)

Childhood Hunger (15 times)

Communities in Schools (9 times)

Credit Counseling (14 times)

Department of Transportation (24 times)

Early Childhood Development (10 Times)

FCC Children’s Television Public File (25 times)

Kentucky Relay (7 times)

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society (15 times)

Melanoma Research Alliance (7 times)

Paralyzed Veterans of America (60 times)

Partnership for a Drug Free America (23 times)

Pool Safety (6 times)

Ride for Kids Pediatric Brain Cancer (7 times)

Spina Bifida Association (11 times)

Substance Abuse (7 times)

United Way (27 times)
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WTVF Issues Report
NewsChannel 5 Plus Programming

Air Care
Sundays: 4 PM
This family-oriented program addresses transportation, pollution, environmental problems and related health
issues. The program is co-hosted by Williamson County Mayor Rogers Anderson and Deborah Henry, Executive
Director of the TMA Group, Franklin TN.

Black Enterprise Business Report
Saturdays: 6:30 AM
“Black Enterprise Business Report” is the voice of minority businesses and the outlet of expression for the private,
corporate, and public sectors looking to conduct business with minority companies.   It is the longest-running
syndicated program devoted to minorities in business. Its track record over the years has included a new program
each week to keep viewers abreast of news and issues affecting the minority business community.

Inside Politics with Pat Nolan
Friday: 7:00 PM & 1:30 AM
Saturday:  5 AM, 3 PM. 5:30 PM and 1:30 AM
Sunday: 5 AM
“Inside Politics” is Middle Tennessee's best source for an insider’s view of state and local politics.  The show is
hosted by NewsChannel 5's former veteran political reporter Pat Nolan.  Every week, Pat sits down with the big
newsmakers, including candidates for local office, to get the inside scoop on decisions that affect us all.

Issues of Faith with Ben Hall
Monday: 4:30 AM, 9:30 AM & 1 PM
Tuesdays: 1:30 PM & 5 PM
Thursday: 1 PM & 12 midnight
Friday: 6 AM, 5 PM & 8 PM
Saturday: 3:30 PM, 7 PM & 11:30 PM
Sunday: 7 AM and 4:30 PM
“Issues of Faith” takes an in-depth look at the role of religion and faith in our world today. It is a roundtable
discussion, hosted by Ben Hall, about various topics and will include religious leaders from all faiths and
denominations.

Let’s Talk Benefits
Monday: 9 AM
“Whether it's Social Security, disability benefits, or retirement benefits, host Derrell Payne provides helpful
information and helps viewers get the answers they need. Expert guests in the fields of Medicare, social
security, and elder law join Derrell to discuss benefit issues and to answer viewer questions.

Morning Line with Nick Beres
Monday-Thursday 8-9 AM
Monday-Thursday 3-4 PM
“Morning Line” is the best way to start your day in Nashville.  NewsChannel 5 reporter Nick Beres gets an in-depth
look at what’s going on in the news from the people who are in the news.

Open Line
Monday-Thursday: 7-8 PM
Each episode replays three more times during the week at in various time slots.
“Open Line”, hosted by NewsChannel 5 reporter Ben Hall, is a live, call-in show that features the area’s biggest
newsmakers discussing topics of local interest. Open Line gives viewers the opportunity to voice their opinions and
even ask a question of everyone from the Mayor to the police chief.
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Out & About Today
Friday: 10 PM and 2 AM
Saturday: 9:30 PM and 2 AM
Sunday: 10 PM
“Out & About Today” features news, entertainment and business segments geared toward a gay and lesbian
audience. The show is hosted by members of the Nashville GLBT community; Brent Meredith, Chuck Long and
Pam Wheeler. Out & About Today is a cooperative effort between NewsChannel 5+ and Out & About Newspaper.

Out of the Blue
Sunday 3:30-4 PM
“Out of the Blue” is a newsmagazine program highlighting the events, activities, insights, and accomplishments of
the Middle Tennessee State University community. Viewers can tune in to learn more about the faculty and
outstanding students of the largest public university in Middle Tennessee.

The Plus Side of Nashville
Monday: 5:30 AM, 11:30 AM, 2:30 PM and 11 PM
Wednesday: 5:30 AM, 1 PM, 5 PM and 11:30 PM
Thursday: 11:30 PM
Friday 8:30 PM
Saturday: 4 AM, 2 PM and 8 PM
Sunday: 4 AM, 6 AM, 6 PM and 11:30 PM
Tuwanda Coleman, reporter for Talk of the Town, hosts this public affairs program focuses on everything from the
works of non-profit organizations to upcoming events in the world of arts. “The Plus Side” is the best place to find
out about the good things happening in Middle Tennessee.

Que Pasa Nashville?
Monday: 2 PM
Thursday: 5:30 AM, 1:30 PM, 5 PM and 10 PM
Friday: 6:30 AM, 1:30 PM and 12 midnight
Saturday: 4 PM
Sunday: 9:30 PM
“Que Pasa Nashville” is a half-hour program that examines the opportunities and challenges facing the growing
Hispanic community in Middle Tennessee. Latino leaders estimate more than 100,000 Hispanics now call Middle
Tennessee home, and they expect that number to grow. ¿Que Pasa? is hosted by Cristina Allen, a well-respected
and long-time member of Nashville's Hispanic community.

Real Estate Real Talk
Thursdays 9 AM and 9 PM
“Real Estate Real Talk” is an educational and fun approach to what is happening in real estate. Realtor Christie
Wilson is joined by expert guests who answer viewer calls on property management, home staging, tips to get your
home ready to sell, what to look for in a realtor, and anything else involving the real estate market.
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Retirement Report
Fridays: 8-9 AM and 3-4 PM
Saturdays: 1-2 PM
Sunday: 10:30-11:30 AM and 5-6 PM
“Retirement Report” is a show for anyone who plans to retire – either now or in the future. The show is hosted by
Hank Parrott, a certified financial planner and retirement expert.

Score on Business
Mondays: 5 AM, 1:30 PM, 5 PM and 11:30 PM
Tuesday: 11 PM
Fridays: 5:30 AM, 1 PM, 7:30 PM and 11 PM
Saturdays: 12:30 PM, 7:30 PM and 12 midnight
Sundays: 8 AM and 7:30 PM
“Score on Business” provides information and tips to help viewers start and run their own successful business. The

show is hosted by Michael Fekkes and features a panel of SCORE counselors.

Sports Line
Monday-Wednesday: 8-9 PM
Tuesday-Thursday: 2-3 PM
Tuesday-Friday: 4:30-5:30 AM
Nobody likes to talk sports more than NewsChannel 5's Steve Layman and Jon Burton. High school, college and
now professional sports are a big part of Nashville. Steve and Jon’s guests represent the wide range of Middle
Tennessee sports. One night it may be a Tennessee Titan on the set, the next, a Nashville Predator, or perhaps a
rising high school football star. Viewers are invited to call in with their comments and questions.

Urban Outlook: A Forum for African American Issues
Monday: 11:00 AM
Thursday: 12:30 PM and 10:30 PM
Saturday: 4:30 AM, 12 Noon, 8:30 PM and 2:30 AM
Sunday: 4:30 AM, 7:30 AM and 11 PM
“Urban Outlook” focuses on issues impacting African Americans within their families, community, schools and
workplace. It is hosted by former NewsChannel 5 reporter April Eaton.

Words & Music
Tuesdays: 5:30 AM, 9:30 AM and 11:30 PM
Wednesdays: 9:30 AM, 12:30 PM and 12 midnight
Friday: 11:30 PM & 3 AM
Saturday: 4:30 PM and 3 AM
Sunday: 9 AM & 7PM
“Words & Music: The Showcase for Nashville’s Songwriters” gives viewers the chance to learn how some of
Nashville's greatest songs were created and hear the stories behind the music. Veteran entertainment reporter
Harry Chapman sits down with successful songwriters who share their music as well as insights for aspiring writers.
Words & Music is produced in tandem with the Nashville Songwriters Association International.



Printed 7/3/2014 NewsChannel 5+ Program Schedule
MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN

4:00A Taste of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Plus Side Nashville Plus Side Nashville 4:00A
4:30A Issues of Faith Sports Line Sports Line Sports Line Sports Line Urban Outlook Urban Outlook 4:30A
5:00A Score on Business Encore Encore Encore Encore Inside Politics Inside Politics 5:00A
5:30A Plus Side Nashville Words & Music Plus Side Nashville Que Pasa Nashville Score on Business Black Enterprise Fishin Affliction 5:30A
6:00A Openline Openline Openline Openline Issues of Faith Todays Homeowner Plus Side Nashville 6:00A
6:30A Encore Encore Encore Encore Que Pasa Nashville P. Allen Smith Taste of the Town 6:30A
7:00A NC5 This Morning NC5 This Morning NC5 This Morning NC5 This Morning NC5 This Morning LifeStyle With Issues of Faith 7:00A
7:30A (LIVE) (LIVE) (LIVE) (LIVE) (LIVE) Denise Simon Urban Outlook 7:30A
8:00A MorningLine MorningLine MorningLine MorningLine Retirement CBS Score on Business 8:00A
8:30A with Nick Beres with Nick Beres with Nick Beres with Nick Beres Report This Morning Mt. Zion Church 8:30A
9:00A Let's Talk Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Real Estate Talk of the Town Saturday Words & Music 9:00A
9:30A Benefits Words & Music Words & Music Real Talk Taste of the Town . Face 9:30A

10:00A NC5 at 7am NC5 at 7am NC5 at 7am NC5 at 7am NC5 at 7am NewsChannel 5 The Nation 10:00A
10:30A Encore Encore Encore Encore Encore This Morning Retirement 10:30A
11:00A Urban Outlook Openline Openline Openline Openline 6:00 AM Report 11:00A
11:30A Plus Side Nashville Encore Encore Encore Encore Encore NC5 This Morning 11:30A
12:00N Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Urban Outlook 6 AM Encore 12:00N
12:30P Taste of the Town LifeStyle With Words & Music Urban Outlook Taste of the Town Score on BusinessAnimal Atlas (E/I 13-16)12:30P

1:00P Issues of Faith Denise Simon Plus Side Nashville Issues of Faith Score on Business Retirement Animal Atlas (E/I 13-16) 1:00P
1:30P Score on Business Issues of Faith Talk of the Town Que Pasa Nashville Que Pasa Nashville Report Zoo Clues (E/I 13-16) 1:30P
2:00P Que Pasa Nashville Sports Line Sports Line Sports Line Southern Plus Side Nashville Zoo Clues (E/I 13-16) 2:00P
2:30P Plus Side Nashville Encore Encore Encore Woods & Water Taste of the TownOn The Spot (E/I 13-16) 2:30P
3:00P MorningLine MorningLine MorningLine MorningLine Retirement Inside Politics On The Spot (E/I 13-16) 3:00P
3:30P Encore Encore Encore Encore Report Issues of Faith Out of the Blue 3:30P
4:00P Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Que Pasa Nashville Air Care 4:00P
4:30P NC5 at 4 Encore NC5 at 4 Encore NC5 at 4 Encore NC5 at 4 Encore NC5 at 4 Encore Words & Music Issues of Faith 4:30P
5:00P Score on Business Issues of Faith Plus Side Nashville Que Pasa Nashville Issues of Faith Fishin Affliction Retirement 5:00P
5:30P NC5 at 5 Encore NC5 at 5 Encore NC5 at 5 Encore NC5 at 5 Encore NC5 at 5 Encore Inside Politics Report 5:30P
6:00P OK TV OK TV OK TV OK TV OK TV Openline Plus Side Nashville 6:00P
6:30P Supreme Justice Supreme Justice Supreme Justice Supreme Justice Supreme Justice Encore Taste of the Town 6:30P
7:00P OpenLine OpenLine OpenLine OpenLine Inside Politics Issues of Faith Words & Music 7:00P
7:30P w/ Ben Hall w/ Ben Hall w/ Ben Hall w/ Ben Hall Score on Business Score on Business Score on Business 7:30P
8:00P Sports Line Sports Line Sports Line Southern Issues of Faith Plus Side Nashville Southern Woods 8:00P
8:30P Woods & Water Plus Side Nashville Urban Outlook & Water 8:30P
9:00P LifeStyle with NC5 at 6 PM NC5 at 6 PM Real Estate NC5 at 6 PM NC5 at 6 Encore Fishin Affliction 9:00P
9:30P Denise Simon Encore Encore Real Talk Encore Out & About Que Pasa Nashville 9:30P

10:00P Openline Openline Openline Que Pasa Nashville Out & About Openline Out & About 10:00P
10:30P Encore Encore Encore Urban Outlook Taste of the Town Encore Taste of the Town 10:30P
11:00P Plus Side Nashville Score on Business Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Score on Business Fishin Affliction Urban Outlook 11:00P
11:30P Score on Business Words & Music Plus Side Nashville Plus Side Nashville Words & Music Issues of Faith Plus Side Nashville 11:30P
12:00A Infomercial Infomercial Words & Music Issues of Faith Que Pasa Nashville Score on Business Infomercial 12:00A
12:30A Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Talk of the Town Touching the World Infomercial 12:30A

1:00A NC5 at 10 Encore NC5 at 10 Encore Loretta McNary NC5 at 10 Encore Taste of the Town Taste of the Town NC5 at 10 Encore 1:00A
1:30A CBS News CBS News CBS News CBS News Inside Politics Inside Politics CBS News 1:30A
2:00A Up to Up to Up to Up to Out & About Out & About Up to 2:00A
2:30A the Minute the Minute the Minute the Minute Talk of the Town Urban Outlook the Minute 2:30A
3:00A Words & Music Words & Music 3:00A
3:30A CBS News (Live) CBS News (Live) CBS News (Live) CBS News (Live) Taste of the Town Taste of the Town CBS News (Live) 3:30A
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